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Painter Named As Interim President
Trinity Reacts
Enthusiastically
BY AMY MCGILL
News Editor

Long-standing Member Of
Community To
TakeOffice
dent, faculty member, Chairman

BY AMY MCGILL
Neivs Editor

The announcement by
Alfred J. Koeppel '54, Chairman
of the Trinity Board of Trustees,
thatBordenW. Painter has been
named Interim President of the
college has been met with great
enthusiasm. Painter has been at
Trinity for close to thirty years
and in that time has been a student, a faculty member, and an
administrator. He is a highly
respected member of the community.
Koeppel said, "I think we
chose Borden because of overwhelming support from faculty,
students and alumni and because he is an alumnus of the
college."
Painter's experience at Trinity has given him a knowledge
about the College that few others can attain. In addition, during this time of transition, Trinity will continue to move ahead
with the strategic plan under
the leadership of someone who
is committed to the College.
When asked what she thinks
Painter will do as Interim Presi-

of the History Department, and
during the 80's served as acting
Feelings of enthusiasm and Dean of Faculty for three years.
delight filled the Smith House He said, "its a real honor... I
on the afternoon of Saturday came to Trinity in 1954 as a freshMarch 19th when Chairman of man, [I] fell in love when I first
the Trinity Board of Trustees, saw it... didn't have any idea I
Alfred J. Koeppel '54, an- would spend my career here,
nounced that Rev, Dr. Borden never had any thought of being
W. Painter Jr. '58 would become President or anything else."
the Interim President of the Col- Obviously very dedicated to the
lege. The announcement was College, he commented, "any of
made at the conclusion of the us who have been at Trinity for
Trustee executive committee awhile know what a great school
meeting at 12:30 p.m. when it is," and continued, "the facPainter arrived at the Smith ulty brought here in the last 10
House, where the meetings were to 15 years has been first rate."
taking place, and accepted the
Gerety's five year term as
position.
President will officially end
Dressed in his Trinity coat when Painter becomes the fifth
and tie, Painter noted that the interim president in the history
decision was not preempted, he of the College. Painter who has
said that he will only now turn immense experience as an adin his plane ticket for Italy. ministrator commented on his
Painter was on sabbatical this preparation for the job, "thefact
term and had intended to take a that I was Dean of Faculty in the
FILE
PHOTO
Borden Painter was named Trinity College's Interim
trip to Rome to do research later 80's for three years is good
President last Saturday.
this spring. In addition, he was preparation,"
The position of the Interim
the most important thing."
with... he is informal, always planning on spending Fall seAssociate Professor of His- friendly, but at the same time he mester at the Trinity Campus in President was down to two fitory, Dr. John Chatfield '64, is a very able, detailed-conscious Rome where he is the Director nalists. Painter and Trustee
worked under Painter when he administrator...he has an effi- of Italian programs, under- Worth \j3om\s. On Saturday at

responded, "First thing I think
he'll do is make everyone feel
more secure. ..things are back in
order and on an even keel, that's

Department. Chatfield remarked on Painter, "He has an
exceptionally congenial personality. He is very easy to work

Iack."
One of the jobs of the Interim President has is to visit
please turn to page 7

Painter's long-standing
Trinity career began in 1954.
Since then he has been a stu-

1983,
excused himself from the
Trustee meeting while the namplease turn to page 7

1,300 Attend 'Greek Fesf — Trustees Impressed
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Managing Editor

On Friday, March 18th the
largest party to ever take place
at Trinity College occurred in
Mather Hall to support Greek
organizations on campus. The
party not only earned impressive reviews from the students,
but also the approximately 14
Trustees who attended. Partially
as a result of this party, the Trustees have put reexamining the
Greek issue at the top of the
agenda for their next meeting
on May 20th.
According to Lizz Platt '95,
Vice President of SGA and the
principal organizer of the event,
approximately 1300 people attended theparty whichbeganat
8 p.m. with a hard bar and food
in the Alumni and Rittenburg
lounges.
Along with the students in
attendance, approximately 14
Trustees showed up after being
invited by Justin Van Etten '96

and Platt. According to Van
Etten, "some Trustees paid $100
a head" to get into the party,
The hard bar was closed
down by Brian Kelly, Director
of Campus Safety, at 9 p.m..
Many students were left without anywhere to go as the bands
in the cave had yet to start playing, and the video dance in the
Washington Room was not
scheduled to open until 10 p.m..
According to Kelly, the
original agreement he had made
with the organizers was to close
the hard bar at 9 p.m.. "Hard
bars are always a bad situation.
Students are used to drinking
beer, not to drinking hard alcohol," Kelly justified with the fact
that there are more alcohol related problems when hard alcohol is served.
Kelly additionally stated
that Platt had initially proposed
that there would only be 20 kegs
at the party. This figure was
based on the initial attendance
estimate of 800 people.

When Kelly found the organizers had actually ordered
30 kegs he was reportedly quite
upset, but compromised and
removed only 5 from the party.
After it became apparent that
more than 800 people would
show up, Kelly decided to release the 5 additional kegs of
beer,
A group of Trustees at the
party was also reported to have
been trying'to talk him into releasing the kegs. Once they were
released, the Trustees helped
students roll them into the elevator to get them up to the
Washington Room.
Even with the additional
beer, all 30 kegs were empty by
11:30 p.m.. Platt was able to
obtain 5 more kegs, and even
after all, the alcohol was gone
from the party, most attendees
stuck around.
Most in attendance seemed'
to have a wonderful time. Trustees were seen "jitterbugging" in Trustees and students enjoyed the 'Greek Fest'
please turn to page 9
party which was held last Friday evening.
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President Painter
prden Painter, class of 1958; Professor Borden
[Painter; Chairman Borden Painter; Dean of the
Faculty Borden Painter; and now finally Interim President Borden Painter. By elevating this man who has
dedicated his life to Trinity to the interim presidency,
the Trustees have done well for the school.
At a moment when so many of us have so little faith
in this institution, this decision displays the vision needed
to survive and even prosper.
There are many different reasons that the selection
of Borden Painter was an inspired one. It was of
paramount importance to students that the Trustee's
select someone cognizant of student concerns. Painter's
thirty years of experience teaching and advising Trinity
students will make him an almost peerless authority
when dealing with the complex issues that will certainly
come before him in his tenure as president.
Furthermore, it is deeply gratifying that we have a
Trinity alumnus as our President. This selection affirms
the sometimes wavering belief that a Trinity degree is a
respected credential in the world. By promoting an

From. The Edito*:

insider, the Trustees have also recognized that
the individuals on our faculty are first-rate and
worthy of a position of vital importance.
Finally, and most importantly for the longterm future of the College, Borden Painter's selection buys us time. Now that we have a man of
stature, who commands respect and admiration
from all quarters of the Trinity community, we
don't have to rush into finding a new president.
His presence at the helm means that the search
committee will have time to carefully decide
upon our next president; they have the assurance that there is a highly competent captain of
the ship guiding us through the interim.
When Tom Gerety announced his departure, Chairman of the Board of Trustees Alfred
Koeppel promised us that we would survive and
come out even stronger; Borden Painter's appointment indicates that Mr. Koeppel and the
rest of the Trustees are making sure that that
happens.
—P.M.F.

Campus Parking
tudent parking on the Trinity campus is a
fserious dilemma. One issue in the parking
mess at Trinity is the designation of parking places as
either student or faculty parking.
Student spots are located on the fringes of the
campus, inplaces were additional faculty parking isn't
needed. Faculty parking places are located in the inner
areas of campus.
The middle of the Trinity campus is generally a.
safer place to part than the remote locations. In relative
terms, we could therefore call the faculty parking places
the safe parking spots, and the student parking areas
the unsafe spots.
.
In. addition, the faculty are generally on campus
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday. Faculty walk
to their cars during daylight, and their cars are long
gone from campus at night. However, students' cars

are on campus at all hours of the day. In addition,
students walk to their cars at all hours. We could
consider the nighttime the unsafe parking hours
and the daytime the safe parking hours.
Does it make sense that the safest parking
places on campus are vacant during the most
dangerous hours of the day? Why is it that at
night, students are walking to remote areas of the
campus to fetch their cars, walking past empty
parking places vacated by the mass exodus of
faculty at 5 p.m.?
Trinity's parking system should be restructured so that the safest parking places on the
campus are in use during the least safe hours of
the day. In the interest of everyone's safety, the
parking places on our campus should be redistributed.
— The Trinity Tripod-

L Batr '95
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Matthew 8. Prince '96
MANAGING EDITOR

Anonymous Letters
In the last two weeks, The Tripod
has received several anonymous letters. Additionally, TheTripodis aware
of people who want to write letters to
the editor, but because of the issues
that they wish to address, feel that
they must remain anonymous.
The Tripod's position on anonymous letters, as stated every week in
the Concerning Letters box is, "No

unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed, although names may be
withheld if so requested after a signature."
If a person wishing to write a
letter does not feel comfortable with
this, letters can also be mailed or
handed directly to the Letters Editor,
Annemarie Peil at Box 1862, or Jim
Barr, Editor-in-Chief, Box 20.
The Tripod would also be willing
to accept letters that are submitted to
the newspaper through a member Of
the College faculty. A faculty member can act as a liaison for communication between The Tripod and the
author, if the author wishes to remain absolutely anonymous. The
Tripod needs to be able to contact
(through some means) the author of
the letter in case of questions regarding the contents.
Please remember, "The Trinity
Tripod will not publish any letter the
Editors judge to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do notnecessarily reflect the views or opinions of
this paper."
The. Tripod cannot print letters
without at least indirect knowledge
of who wrote them because of liability for the content of the letters. If The
Tripod printed letters that were unsigned, then there would be no safeguard to prevent maliciously written
letters in the newspaper.
The Tripod does its best to provide a forum for differing opinions
and free speech, and will continue to
make it possible for everyone to express their opinions without having
to jeopardize their physical or emotional well being.
J.L.B.
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Cardena Responds To
Department's Claims

After SGA's Forum On Tenure And Reappointment

To the Editor:

problem lies not with the purveyor of the
information but with the conditions that
Despite appearances to the contrary, gave rise to it. The best way to avoid this
please rest assured that I do not intend to problem is not to suppress information
become a regular contributor to The Tri- but to address the relevan t issues directly
pod. However, the article stating serious and make the appropriate changes so
charges against me requires a response. that these conditions will not arise again.
1) Professor Blackburn's charges
5) I can only hope that all parties, no
against me are completely irrelevant to matter how strongly they feel, will con-

To tiie Editor;

[I]fa candidate receives authentic information about how
a faculty in his/her prospective department was treated
and this information does not reflect well on the department, the problem lies not with the purveyor of the information but with the conditions that gave rise to it.

[B]y maintaining these positions {"non-tenure track"},
the College effectively relegates certain faculty members to permanent second-class status.

my previous charges of violation of academic freedom.
2) Apparently Professor Blackburn
told The Tripod that I had given the applicants a cover letter. This is not true,
3) I cannot respond to Professor
Blackburn's charges in the letter he wrote
to Professor Higgins because he has not
provided me with a copy of that letter as
yet, despite my request for him to do so.
4) I believe that Professor
Blackburn's argument has a basic flaw.
My thesis is that if a candidate receives
authentic information about how a faculty in his/her prospective department
was treated and this information does
not reflect well on the department, the

centrate on evidence and arguments and
avoid name-calling.
6) A number of faculty and students
have asked me what is the consequence
of a decision concluding that a faculty
member's academic freedom was violated in the process of reappointment or
tenure.
It is my understanding that given
the current procedures in place in the
Faculty Manual, such finding does not
direct a reversal of the decision or even a
reconsideration of the case.
Sincerely,
Etzel Cardena, Ph. D.
Psychology

Trustee Offers Words To Gerety'
To the Editor:

March Wh.
I've been out of town for a month; hence my delay in responding to your
note about your departure,
You had a church, Tom.
You might have built a cathedral.
You left the chitfch
To have a cathedral.
So what Sa there left
To build?
You were on to something at Trinity, Tom,
Arousing our proud little school,
Bringing light to a sick city.
That's a big job.
You have fmind yourself
A little job,
Were you justnot up to it, Tom?
Were you seduced by a prettier jpulpir?
: It was one or the other.
I bet it was
That you weren't up to i t
That said, Tom, good luck with the immense challenges you face in the
crime-free, fraternity-free, politically correct

Ctaine Comments On
Appointments & Promotions
As one of the faculty participants
on the SGA sponsored panel discussion on tenure and promotion held
Thursday, March 17th, I feel obligated
to clarify one point. Publicity for the
event may have given the misleading

impression that I left Trinity College
last year because I was denied reappointrnent.
In fact unlike the other panelists
who were deniedreappomtment or promotion by the Faculty-Administration
Appointments and Promotions Committee, I left the College wittingly. My
problem with the appointments and
promotions procedure was that I was
never givs3ianopportitnitytobe evaluated fa? tensre.
The position Ifa>Id,that of Director of the Mathematics Center, is one of
several faculty positions on this campus which ace designated as "

Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
"Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday
preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor, and not
a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although
names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not
publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
AD letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflectthe
viewsoropinionsofthispaper.'Letter8tnBybeofanylength,butpleaselimitthem to fivehundred words. Letters are printed according to space availability. The Trinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Trtpod
through the DocEx server in the General Resourceszone of the Trinity College network.
Letters may also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.

I was impressed by the strong
turnout at Thursday's meeting (over
fifty students) and the concern students demonstrated for seeing that the
appointments andpromo tionsprocess
is fair both to individual faculty members and to the interests of the College
and its students. Let me suggest flrtat
stydent concern also be directed toward the issue of norvtenure
positions as well.
Sincerely,
Timothy V. Craine
itralCann, State 1

Removal Of Candy Causes...

Concern About Cave

Has anyone been in the Cave lately?
Is it just us, or does the selection really

immature, petty thieves. The last time
most of us remember getting thrills out
of stealing was when we were about six
and stole a pack of Lifesavers without

the reason for the annihilation of candy,
cookies, and Snapple is because many
members of the so-called "upstanding"
Trinity community have been stealing
packaged items and chugging Snapple,

'iry, but we are not impressed by a twenty year old's ability to
successfully rip off a Snicker's bar.
As for the rest of us, we miss our
candy and Snapple, why is it always the
rottenfew who spoil it for the many? We

To the Editor:

The next time all of you little thieves enter the Cave, look
around — was it really worth it? We think you owe
everyone a warm, sincere apology—you've turned the
Cave into a downgraded Mather Cafeteria.
then leaving the empty bottles in the
cooler.
Is this college or junior high? We
find it hard to believe that students on
this campus cannot afford to cough up
the spare change for these candy bars
and iced teas. What's next, a flier home
to all of our parents, "ATTENTION, your
children can afford to go to a private
New England college, but they cannot
afford to buy snacks everyday! Please
send them an extra fifty cents a week!"
Get real, grow up and stop being

Sticks,
Sincerely,
Peter T.KUfccram'61
Trustee

ure track." As I indicated in my remarks Thursday evening, by maintaining these positions, the College
effectively relegates certain, faculty
members to permanent second-class
status. I left Trinity to accept a bona
fide tenure track position, at Central
Connecticut State University.

^EveryMevpluti^

know that this is no t the most important
issue at Trinity at the moment, but believe us, not too many others issues take
precedence.
The next time all of you little thieves
enter the Cave, look around — was it
really worth it? We think you owe everyone a warm, sincere apology — you've
turned the Cave into a downgraded
Mather Cafeteria. THANKS A LOT!
Sincerely,
Names Withheld
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In Response To SSAC's Proposal At SGA Meeting.,.

Convention Slow & Least-Effective Means For Reform
To the Editor:
Despite being a representative of
the Student Government Association,
when the Student Sovereign Affairs Committee arose, I found myself torn between two organizations which were

ing in a rational fashion which would
serve as a general interest meeting to all
involved. I attended this session.
At the culmination of this meeting, I
departed with a feeling of accomplishment and ease: an agreement was made
between members of the S.G.A. and mem-

[W]hen the Student Sovereign Affairs Committee arose, I
found myself torn between two organizations which were
seemingly adversarial However, as the S.S.AC, movement progressed, I was intrigued and interested in its
ideas, although I was quite opposed to its method of action.
seemingly adversarial. However, as the
S.S.A.C. movement progressed, I was
intrigued and interested in its ideas, although I was quite opposed to its metho d
of action.
The ideas which members of the,
S.S.A.C. envisioned were thoughtful and
deserved respect; however, I found it
impossible to support the group due to
its opposition to the S.G. A. I thought that
there had to be some means of compromise between the two groups which
would not only be mutually beneficial,
but in the best interest of the students.
Throughout all of the immature bickering and name calling, the demands
and frustrations, members of both organizations finally decided to have a meet-

bers of the S.S.A.C. which, at the time,
seemed, an excellent solution to the problem of student empowerment and the
struggle between these organizations.
The agreement was as such: the
S.G.A. would devote the entire meeting
on March 15th to hearing the constitution of the S.S.A.C. and entertaining
motions to amend the currentS.G.A.constitution. Voting on these amendments
would be suspended for one week, during which time members of both organizations would hold " workshops" to better educate any students who were interested in learning more about the constitutions. This concept was agreed upon
by Seth Gerber, Eli Lake, and Stephane
Bouvel, as well as Marlon Quintanilla,

Chris Foley, Lizz Platt, and other repre- tion.
sentatives of S.G.A.
As a supportive member of the
At the S.G.A. Senate meeting on S.G. A., I will honor all legislature passed
March 15th, which the members of (he by the body, as well as any agreements
S.S.A.C. attended, a proposal was pre- made on behalf of the Senate. However,
sented by Stephane Bouvel. This pro- I wish to make my feeling perfectly clear
posal, however, was one which called for on this issue. ThemembersoftheS.S.A.C.
a constitutional convention which would disregarded their earlier agreement. For
span the entire 1994-1995 school year, whatever reasons they did so, are irrelconsisting of seven meetings with repre- evant to me.
sentatives from the S.G.A. and the
To me, a person's word and handS.S.A.C.
shake are more golden than ten legally
This proposal came as a complete binding documents. The word of the
shock to me, as I was under the impres- leaders of the S.S.A.C. is not genuine,
sion that the Senate was going to enter- and not golden. I was a supporter of
tain motions for constitutional amend- their ideals, and even some of the methments. This motion, after endless amend- ods they proposed.
ments, was passed by the Senate. I voted
Now, however, I am opposed to their
against themotionbecausenothing could entire organization. I am unable to trust
possibly be accomplished for an entire or respect those who do not honor their
year. The previous agreement reached word. To other students who were once
by the S.G.A. and the S.S.A.C. was the in my position of confusion and frustra-

This organization [S.S.A.C] preaches radical, quick
change, but then contradicts itself by proposing this
motion [the year long constitutional convention].
one which would expedite this process
and bring aboutmore student empowerment.
Now, as a result of the S.S.A.C.'s
ignorance, we, the students, can do nothing for one year. This organization
preaches radical, quick change, but then
contradicts itself by proposing this mo-

tion over the two organizations, I ask
only one question: can you believe in
and support a government whose word
means nothing except a waste of fresh
air?
Sincerely,
Michael Nardelli'97

To All Those Who
Greek Fest ' 9 4
v . ^ —.V"*c-v*'i-v-^v..- -
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"Sex in the 90's: Taking
Another Look" with Lisa
Marella, Health Educator
Planned Parendiood Wednesday
March 23rd, 4:00p.m. McCook
Auditorium.
Translator and editor Barbara
Harshav will discuss her book,
"A Surplus of Memory,
Chronicle of the Warsaw
Ghetto Uprising, the Memoirs
ofYitzhakZuckerman." April 7,
4:30 p.m. Hillel House.
Middle East Update, a lecture
by Daniel Pipes,'Director of the
Middle East Forum. April 11,
Rittenburg Lounge 4:30 p.m.
Tues. March 22nd, at 8 p.m.
"Impermanence and Freedom
in the Tibetan Aesthetic," by
Professor Robert Thurman,
Columbia University, in Goodwin Theater, AAC.

Parents Anonymous is looking
for volunteers in West Hartford
to co-facilitate its self-help group
for parents under stress. We offer
a 21 hour training course and
supervision for volunteers. If you
have 4 hours per week, call
Susanne Santangelo at 793-3575.

Contest:

On Friday April 22, at 8 p.m.
The Trinity Club of Hartford will
be hosting The Buttondown
Sounds Concert, featuring the
Trinity Jazz Ensemble, The Pipes
and Spare Parts. Students tickets
are $7.

Nominations for the Samuel S.
Fishzohn Awards for Civil
Rights and Community Service
are now being accepted The
deadline is March 25. Contact
Eddie Perez for more info.

Campus Safety is seeking an
Assistant Director of Campus
Safety to fill a full-time, twelve
month position. Submit Resumes
to Donna D. Wilson, Director of
Human Resources, Trinity
College, Hartford, Ct. 06106.
(Also contact her for more details
on application requirements.)

iltliiiiiili
Earn $500-$ 1000
• weekly stuffing envelopes.
For details-.RUSH $1.00
with SASE t o :
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

President

Drivers Wanted:
College Students, Retirees,
Anyone To Sell Good Humor
Ice Cream From One Of Our
Vending Trucks. Work OutDoors This Summer. Be Your
Own Boss. Routes Available
In Your Area. Earn $650.00
To $950.00 Weekly.
Male Or Female.
Apply Now For Routes
That Start This Spring And
Summer. Call Mon-Sat
9 AM To 3 PM Only.
203-366-2641.

Around Trinity knows thatmodesty is supposed to be a virtue but...
we can't help feeling a little bit proud
of having touted Borden Painter as
theodds-onfavoriteforinterimpresident a scant five days after Tom
Gerety announced his departure.
We're also putting our money on a
Louisville, Duke, UConn and Arkansas Final Four.

Late Night
Much to Around Trinity's glee
Elmo late night made a strong comeback on Saturday night. The crowd
assembled early, coming from parties at the Hall and A.D. (which was
only sparsely attended). As usual
Elmo rocked on until the early hours
of the morning, giving seniors only a
brief respite from alcohol until cocktail parties before Senior Brunch,

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-fisheries.
Many earn $2,000+/mo.
in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo.
on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide
benefits.

No expT necessary!
For more info, call:
1-206-545-4155 ext.A5079

Brunch

*EXTRA INCOME ' 9 4 *
The French Language proficiency exam will be given Thurs.
April 14 at 4 p.m. in Seabury 16.
All students must register with
the secretary of Modem Laiv
sit <-v •
;n
23, and pick up essay questions
in advance.

T

10 STUDENT BOOK
COLLECTOR'S CONTEST.
Undergraduate students at
Trinity are invited to submit
entries for this annual contest to
Dr. Stephen Peterson, Librarian, on or before Monday, April
4, 1994. Contact Steve Peterson,
the college librarian for more
details.
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The Trinity Review is now
accepting submissions for the
spring edition of the review.
Please submit entries to Box 369,
by March 25.
March 23, 6-9 p.m. The Dave
Giardina Duo plays in the Bistro.

Earn $200-$5O0 weekly .
mailing 1994
Travel brochures. For more
information
send a self addressed
stamped envelope
to: Travel Network, P.O. Box
Miami, FL

Tues:
5 p.m. Evening Worship
Wed:
5 p.m. Evening Worship
5:30 p.m. Carillon Class
Thurs:
5 p.m. Evening Worship
Fri:
12 noon Lenten Mass-Crypt
Sun:
1 p.m. Holy Eucharist
5 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass

J

Speaking of Senior Brunch, the
day more-or-less turned into Senior
Lush. Around Trinity sources hit a
number of cocktail parties before the
shindig, which turned out to be a
good idea, since a highly insufficient
t ojMjbaUQns were provided
arubrs. A decent bloody
could be found in New Dorm and
Goodwin, which also featured JellO shots, screwdrivers and whisky
sours.
After Senior Brunch, kegs could
be found in Northam, Pike, and at
Psi-U. The party raged on until late
in the afternoon when Around Trinity sources took a nap and didn't
wake up for quite some time. Rumor
has it that the View was the 18thhole
for those playing beer golf.

Question
Who was the woman using the
sink in the men's room at the View
last week? And speaking of The
View, notable moments were to be
had at the establishment on Friday
evening. Two intoxicated students
were under the impression that the
SGA car was a patty wagon and rode
up the hill from The View on the
bumper screaming "Whoooooooooo. Hey, slow down,"
And, did someone kiss Marty?

s5"

Tuesday

7:30

Wed,-Sat 7:30
FrL-Sat 10:30
SunrTues- 7:30

Ark
Get out of Hartford as fast as
you can, using whatever means possible. Itisgoingtorainforever. Start
building your ark and get out.

Mather
They're going to rip apart
Mather over break. They will hopefully have it finished after this summer. But one' question was never
answered: Will the basement still
smell like a bam?
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Constitutional Convention In The Future

SGA Looking To Reform
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

For the past month, the
SSAC has claimed that the SGA
"does not sufficiently represent
[the student body]." Members
of the SSAC attended the SGA
meeting on March 15th, as resolved in a meeting between
several members of b oth groups
on March 9 th in the Alumni
Lounge.
In the March 9th meeting, it
was further agreed thatmotions
would be made regarding particular problems with the current SGA constitution. Each
motion would be debated and
tabled, to be voted upon at the
March 22nd SGA meeting. During the week between the 15th
and the 22nd, constitutional
workshops would be held to
discuss these motions and
amendments would be crafted.
However, this is not what
happened at the SGA meeting
on the 15th. Instead, a motion
was proposed by Stephane
Bouvel '97 which resolved "to
create a group made up of three
SGA members and three SSAC
members to get together to discuss and plan a constitutional
convention.
"This convention will last
for the entire 1994-95 school year
and shall facilitate a series of
seven open meetings to discuss
and vote on changing the SGA
constitution. The SGA will operate entirely separate from this
conventionbased onftvepieservt
constitution.
When the entire student
body votes on passage of the
new, revised constitution, it shall
become the new SGA constitution for the 1995-96 year.
"We would like to have the
first of these meetings on April
5th to plan this process,"
Many of the SGA could not
understand why three members
had to be from the SSAC. As
Craig della Penna '97 said, "[In
contrast to an SGA member] an
SSAC member is accountable to
no one and elected by no one."
It was also pointed out by Jason
Cincotti ''96 that "what makes

up an SSAC member" is unclear.
To this point, it was stated
that an SSAC member was one
who has been involved in the
creation and formation process
that the SSAC has undergone.
This translated to approximately
five students, of whom two were
seniors. Therefore, it was further argued by SGA members
that the choice of which three
SSAC members would be appointed to head this convention
was already decided.
However, as Jonathon
Epstein '97 pointed out, "SGA
commands respect from one
angle; SSAC commands respect
from another angle... This [the
convention] can get student
opinions which we cannot get
from... meeting on Tuesday
nights."
Still, an amendment was
proposed that the three-SSACmember clause be changed to
"three members of the student
body who are not members oi
the SGA." This, it was argued,
would leave SSAC members the
opportunity to become involved, but not limit the representation to members of the
SSAC.
Seth Gerber '94 argued,
"We have no intention of three
random people representing
us." It was further pointed out
that SSAC has been responsible
for instigating such widespread

"SGA commands respect from one angle;
SSAC commands respect from another
angle... This [the convention] can get student
opinions which we cannot get from... meeting
on Tuesday nights." —Jonathon Epstein '97
interest in student government with 24 voting pro, 8 voting con,
and would therefore be quali- and 6 abstentions.
What this resolution calls
fied to help run a "well-balfor is a yearlong series of workanced" convention.
Another amendment which shops which will address parwas added to the motion was ticular and general themes of
that "one SGA Committee the SGA constitution, with the
Chairperson" would be in- intent of improving the quality
cluded in this group, for the of student power.
Further, this resolution has
understood sake of administrative duties. Although this was the understood implication that
accepted, reference was made the revised constitution which
comes out as a result of the convention and workshops will go
to a referendum afterwards. If
this new constitution fails in the
referendum, then Trinity College is in the same position it
was before the convention with
the current SGA constitution.
It is for this reason that senators such as Jacobs and Mick
Nardelli '97. insisted that the
SGA was equally competent as
the proposed convention to facilitate such change. Said
Nardelli, "Changes to the constitution [can be] proposed,
[and] we can debate and vote
[on them]."
In favor of the convention,
Lake claimed that it would be
"the most democratic way."
Vicky Kouma '95 added, "I think
riLL PHOTO
Jim Moodie '95.
that this willbenefitbothgroups,
notjustSGAorSSAC."
get manual.
Keeping the larger perCurrently, in order to respective in mind, Bouvel said,
ceive funding for astudent pro" Now is the time—if there ever
grammed event, a constitution
was a time—for people to know
is required. Jim Moodie has
what SGA is doing." And the
pledged to make a fund for a
constitutional convention, he
limited number of student
argued, would be an approprigroupa whodo notwishto form
ate way to get involved.
a formal constitution.

Moodie Wins S.GA
Vice-Pres, Of Finance
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News WHfer"

The Student Government
Association held elections for
the Vice President of Finance.
Of the three candidates who
competed in the election, Jim
Moodie was elected by forty
eight votes. The Vice President oi Finance, according to
Jim Moodie, functions to "ensure the smoothrunning of the
budget committee, the Student
Government Association and
fo delegate responsibility to
budget committee members."
The budget manual was
altered recently. As a liaison
between the student government association and the budget committee, the Vice President of Finance's position will
entail continuing to work out
problems within thenewbud-

by SSAC members to the meeting on the 9 th, where SGA and
SSAC members were able to
coexist in relative harmony.
This motion failed with 14
voting pro, 20 voting con, and 7
abstentions.
As a result, some disgruntled remarks came from
SSAC members claiming that the
SGA successfully killed a motion "over petty issues." Said
Eli Lake '94, "Here we've come,
looking for a compromise... and
you guys [the SGA] voted
against it."
However, Aaron Jacobs '97
maintained that "there are ways
to change — namely the [SGA]
constitution committee." This
was similar to remarks made
earlier in the meeting by Jim
Moodie '96 who said, "Though
it may not seem like it to you —
this [the SGA senate meeting] is
it — this is a constitutional convention." However, it must be
noted that Jacobs voted con,
while Moodie voted pro.
In response to the discontentthatwasexpressed towards
the result of the first motion,
Chris Foley '94 moved that the
original motion be reconsidered.
Amendments were made to
change the last sentence of the
second paragraph such that it
read, "If the referendum is
passed, it shall become the new
SGA constitution for the 199596 year on." This motion passed

Marty's Mayhem Moratorium
A frightened female was swiftly saved Saturday night as
none other than the College View's Marty dashed to her rescue.
Sources say he displayed a dexterity and daring not often seen by
a man of his physique. The scared student was walking with five
male friends when a neighborhood nogooder, also a male, angrily
attacked her. Her sonic screams brought marvelous Marty to aid
this distressed damsel. The instigator was detained until the
Hartford police arrived.
Although Security Blotter was not present to witness this
heroism above and beyond the duty of your average bar tender,
a later account was obtained from an eye witness. "Marty...he was
amazing. So fast, so agile, so adept at applying the very difficult
reverse sookahama choke hold (not to be attempted by readers at
home)," warned the witness, "he was like a tsunami in whirlpool!" So next time you venture down to the View, congratulate
good ole Marty, but watch out for that choke hold.

Hijinks at Huge Hop
The celebration of the century experiences egregious escapades of debauchery and decadence. Friday's fun and foolish
frolicking received the requisite vandalization to validate its
sloshed station. Three enterprising entrepreneurs abated their
attempt to speedily seize a keg from TCAC's receding reserve.
The crocked cads relinquished their requisition to Campus Safety
and a report was forwarded to DOS-DW.
Other obnoxiously drunk derelicts clobbered the cigarette
machine in Mather. Sources said the maligned machine never had
a possum's prayer to deftly defend itself.
In anticipation of Mighty Marty's daring deed the next night,
a strapping student roughly ripped open the elevator entrance
outside the Washington Room. This j uiced junior, an avid A-team
aficionado, acted altruistically out of conscientious concern for
his collegiate cohorts. No news is available'anon in regards to this
risky elevator' endeavor.
A sartorial sacrifice was wastefully but merrily made. The
sad student, studying Sunday, returned rapidly to the culpritcoat
rack only to observe her beloved barn jacket faded forever from
her precious possession.

Admissions Entered
The former president's former residence, recently the admissions address was rudely ransacked by criminal caterers. Two
open offices were ravaged and rifled through by truant trufflers.
Personal papers and women's wallets were ludicrously liberated
before a college call-a-thon was to commence.

Fledgling Felons
Two teenage truants were seen stealing a.car's components.
A Doonesbury defender yelled at the youngsters and then called
Campus Safety while the removal of the radio was in progress.
The Hartford Police responded rapidly to the hooligan highvvaymen. Due to their ages, they were returned readily so their
punitive parents could correct their children.

Sauced Seniors
Two terribly drunk distaffs came close to carelessly clobbering the Security Blotter on Sunday. These lady lushes screeched
suddenly to a heavenly halt behind my blissful bumper. Their
sloshed state was definitely determined by their terrible turning
and glazed glares. Security Blotter hopes the Maine misfit returned safely from Sam's and that no more needless near-death
destructions deterred from their drunken drive.
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A Look At Interim
President Painter
On Saturday March 19th, vinity degree from General
Borden W. Painter was named Theological Seminary. He is an
Interim President of Trinity Col- ordained priest in the Episcopal
lege. The announcement was Church and serves the church in
made at the conclusion of the that capacity as needed.
Trustee meeting held that day.
"Painter is a member of the
Painter is a committed member American Historical Associaof the community who has been tion, the Conference on British
at Trinity for close to thirty years. Studies, the New England HisIn 1958, Painter graduated torical Association, the Church
from Trinity asaPMBetaKappa. Historical Society and the SociHe came back to the College in ety for Italian Historical Stud1964 when he joined the faculty ies. He is Chairman of the Board
and was named a full professor of Trustees of the Cesare Barbieri
in 1978.
Endowment for Italian Studies
From 1984-87, Painter at Trinity and the author of nuserved as acting dean and Dean merous scholarly articles.
of the Faculty. He has also
"Amemberof the Connectiserved as Chairman of the His- cut Academy of Arts and Scitory Department, Secretary of ences, Painter serves on the Facthe Faculty, and Coordinator of ulty of Consulting Examiners of
the Freshman Seminar Program. the Board of State Academic
Currently, he is director of Awards and on the Diocesan
Trinity's Italian programs, in- Archives Committee of the Episcluding the college's Rome and copal Diocese of Connecticut.
Rome Summer programs and Among his many community
Trinity Elder Hostel in Italy.
activities, he was president of
According to Trinity's news the Charter Oak Foundation
release, "In addition to a Trinity from 1988 to 1993."
degree, Painter holds master's
and doctoral degrees from Yale Information courtesy of the Trinity
University and a masters of di- College Public Relations Office.
Michael R. Campo and Interim President Borden Painter in Gallows Hill Bookstore.

FllE PHOTO

Positive Reaction For
Painter's Appointment Painter To Be Interim President
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be found amongst the student as well. One student
said. "We are lucky to have an
Interim President who knows
so much about Trinity."
The College community
seems fortunate to bo moving
forward under Painter's leadership and is ready to begin
the search for a permanent
['resident.

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, kilted Dec. 1% 198S at 2:22 pm on
1-95 South, Brunswick, GA.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes
to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
. Mpvunmt 01 Transportation

continuedfrom page 1
culated a voice mail message to
ing of the Interim President was the school in which he said, "It is
discussed. Koeppel said, my pleasure to inform you the
"Worth was a strong candidate Borden Painter, a proven acaand will continue to be a partici- demic and adminisrrativeleader
pant on the Board of Trustees." at Trinity, was appointed In-

tended fife executive rheeffifg*
held on Monday, March 14th.
"At the executive meeting
Painter had articulated what he
saw as concerns of the college
and promised to move us forward in the line that we are currently headed in," said Koeppel.

President of the SGA, to chose
the Trinity students. Any student is eligible for this position
and will be able to nominate
themselves, or a friend, to the
Senate. The Senate will then

ternoon by the Board of Trust- T^oipp'gl said that they hope to
ees. It is fortunate that we have begin a nationwide search in
someone with Borden Painter's April or as soon as possible, and
experience in our midst,"
to have the selected President
As Interim President, take office in July of 1995, if not
Painter will have all the same sooner.
duties as a President but with
In terms of Presidency
the concept that it is just a short Painter, who is not precluded
from the search, stressed fchathe
is not applying for that job and
"[It is a] great honor... I can't help but be
that his job is to be the interim.
'flattered...! [Trinity is] still a selective school In 1984 he was made Dean of
for one year and ended
with bright, energetic students and a wonder- Faculty
up serving three. He said, "you
never know what will happen."
ful physical plant."
However, he continually
—Interim President Borden Painter
stressed that his duty is to be an
In light of the decision, he said, term, noted Koeppel. He con- Interim President.
When asked about becom"[Painter was chosen] hecause tinued to say that the transition
ourperceptionisthathewasthe time willbe worked outbetween ing Interim President, Painter is
right man for the job. As it is Gerety, Painter and Koeppel and extremely enthusiastic. He comtoday, either candidate could will occur between now and mented, frankly I am delighted
have done the job well, I think April 4th. About Gerety's de- to take on the job but I am not
we chose Borden because of parture Koeppel said,"(there out to be" a college president, [it
overwhelmingsupportfrom the are) matters still pending that is] not my personal, active goal.
faculty, students and alumni," we want Gerety to finish."
Earlier this semester
While interim President,
According to Koeppel, Koeppel stated that the college
Painter said that two of his ma- Gerety, who resigned his posi- needed the Interim President to
jor concerns are enhancing the tion at Trinity to become the be a caretaker. Painter said,
academic quality and reputation President of Amherst College in "there is a distinction between a
of the school and, city of Hart- Amherst, Massachusetts, will caretaker and taking care of
ford. He noted, "[there are] still technicallybeatenuredpro- things... [we will] move ahead
many pieces of both of these fessor of Trinity College until on a number of things we have a
that we will work on."
that resignation takes effect on strategic plan, lots of things are
Loomis and Painter dis- June 30. During that time Gerety underway/'
There is no official cercussed the position when they has declined the opportunity to
were both still candidates. have an office at the College; but emony to inaugurate an Interim
Painter said, "we've known each has indicated a willingness tobe President. Painter said that he
other for ten years, he is a won- as helpful as he can be to the wants anappropriate way to get
derful person. He called me Interim President. Koeppel said started. For example, an all camabout ten days ago and we chat- that Gerety will be available for pus meeting, however, he noted
that it would be easier said than
ted about this and simplified consultation on issues
this." Painter noted that he and
The search committee for done. Painter added , "[It's a]
Loomis represent two different the next President is starting to great honor.,. I can't help but be
experiences in terms of their form. The committee will con- flattered... [Trinity is] still a seprofessional background.
, sist of 7 trustees, 5 faculty mem- lective school with bright, ener- Immediately following the bers and 2 students. Koeppel getic students and a wonderful
Trustee meeting, Koeppel dr- asked Marlon Quintanilla'941, physical plant."
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Math Exam To Be Held In Fall

Days Disappearing
BY MATTHEW HENRY
News Writer

At the beginning of next
year, June Days at Trinity will
cease to exist, The program
which many upperclass students experiencedbefore their
freshman year will now become an extension, of orientation. In the past, incoming
Students would come to Trin-

the Proficiency Exam, or part
of it, during orientationin late
August. Mather Hall should
be ready to accept diners by
that time, making orientation
a perfect time to run the testing.
One of the few difficulties this may provide is when
freshmen register for Mathematics courses. Freshmen
will now register for classes

"We had thought about changing the
program in the past. With the renovation
of Mather, it was an incentive [to do so]."
—Mary Thomas,
Senior Associate Dean Of Students
ity in June to visit the campus
as well as to take the Mathematics Proficiency Exam.
However, with the renovation
of Mather Hall this summer,
theprogramhasbeenremoved
from the calendar,
Dean Mary Thomasspoke
about the removal of the program,saying "Wehad thought
about changing the program
in the past. With the renovation of Mather, it was an incentive [to do so]." Without a
pJace to take meals or to visit
in groups, the June Days program wouldbe dif ficultto run.
Besides thesedim1culties, there

over the summer. When they
arrive on campus, they will
already be assigned to classes,
The registrar will be printing
a guide for incoming students
to explain the course listing
and courses available to freshmen. A description of classes
and seminars will also be
made available to the students. The hope is that students will beat the rush and
feel more at home when they
get here.
Aside from
these
changes, orientation will be
much the same as in the past.
The removal of June .Days is

' could not make it, either because of distance or money,
and we were not sure how
much the program offered
[those who were here]."
BecauseormeMathetnaticstequiiements at the school,
, fres'Jjmen will most likely take

essence, the addition of the
program to orientation is to
test the waters.
• If the program works
. iyell, it is likely that it will not
revert back to'its old form in
1995.

next year," said Thomas. jfri

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.
Hours:
Monday through Friday
1 :Q0 •— 4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday
6:30 — 9:30 PM
Late night hours
inMatherHall
Sun, Mon, and
Thurs 10 PM.til Midnight
Drop in or call 2468 for an
appointment.

Erased Over Trinity Network
BYAMYMCGILL
Neios Editor

On the morning of February 7th a Senior found that someone had used the network system to erase his/her data analysis for their Senior thesis. The
student, who wishes to remain
nameless, was working on the
project late on Sunday night with
their professor and discovered
the problem the next day around
11 a.m.. According to the professor there was nothing in the
data that anybody else would
understand.
He continued to say that it
appears to have happened because someone was randomly
shopping across the network.
The data was unprotected, neither the student nor the professor were using normal control
to protect it.

The student noted that it
was an easily accessible spot on
the network and that someone
found- the file and decided to
have fun. It is not clear that
anything specific was directed
at the person who lost the information, especially because there
were no names on the data.
It was a malicious act which
is apparent because the person
opened up each of the 150 files
individually and erased them
one by one. The computer center was able to get some of the
files back but the students says
that out of the 150, only 36 decent ones came back. Three solid
months of work were erased, all
were computations.
The Professor
also
noted/'wewere careless,we ran
out of memory on one camp and
had to store somewhere else."
The student estimated that it

would take something like 76
disks to save the data in that
manner.
The computer center has
been very helpful in trying to
find the data, the Professor
stressed that the problem was a
result of carelessness and that it
could not have happened if they
had used a password for protec-

Three solid months of
work were erased, all
were computations.
tion.
Although the act was done
by someone on the Trinity network, so far there has not been
any way to find out who he or
she is. The professor also noted
that the person who did this did
not need to be computer literate.

Hillel Sponsors Two Speakers
BY SUSAN MILLER
News Writer

To commemorate Holocaust Memorial Day, translator
and editor Barbara Harsha v will
be speaking in a program jointly
sponsored by The Department
of History and Hillel,
Ms. Harshav is the translator and editor of A Surplus of
Memory-Chronicle of the Warsaiv
Ghetto Uprising, Memoirs of
Yitzhtik2imeman'(Ante1c), published in 1993 by the University
of California Press. Her lecture
will take place on April 7, at 4:30
at the Hillel House, 30 Crescent
Street.
In 1943, against completely
hopeless odds, the: Jews of the
Warsaw Ghetto rose up to defy
the Nazi horror machine that
had set out to exterminate them.
One of the leaders of the Jewish
Fighting Organization, which •
led the uprising, was Yitzhak
Zuckerman, known by his underground pseudonym, Antek.
Decades later, living' in Israel,
Antek dictated his memoirs.
Dr. Daniel Pipes will be speaking at trinity on April 11.
Unlike Holocaust books of the Middle East Quarterly.
Nightline, and The Today Show.
that focus on the annihilation of
Dr. Pipes received his Ph.D.
He has published in such
European Jews, Antek's account from Harvard University in His- magazines as The Atlantic
is of the daily struggle to main- tory, He has served in three Monthly, Business Week, Commentain human dignity under the positions at the Department of tary, Foreign Affairs, Foreign
most dreadful conditions. His State. As vice chairman of the Policy, National Interest, National
passionate, involved testimony presidentially-appointed J. Wil- Review, and The New Republic.
has unique historical impor- liam Fulbright Board of Foreign Leading newspapers, including
tance. The memoirs situate the Scholarships, Dr. Pipes oversees The Christian Science Monitor,
ghetto and the resistance in the government international ex- International Herald Tribune, Los
social and political context that, change programs., He has taught Angeles Times, New York Times,
preceded them. They continue at the University of Chicago, Wall Street Journal, and Washingbeyond the destruction of the Harvard University,andtheU.S. ton Post often carry articles by
ghetto, when 20,000 Jews hid in Navel War College. Heispres- Dr. Pipes.
"Aryan" Warsaw and then participated in illegal immigration
to Palestine after the war, The Department of Middle East Studies and
Yitzhak Zuckerman was the last Hillel will host Daniel Pipes, a leading specommander of the Jewish Fightcialist on Middle Eastern affairs.
•
ing Organization.
On April 11th, The Depart- ently Senior Lecturer at the UniIn addition, Dr. Pipes has
ment of Middle East Studies and versity of Pennsylvania. For written seven books about the
Hillel will host Daniel Pipes, a seven years, 1986-93, he served Middle East and Islam, includleading specialist on Middle as director of the Foreign Policy ing The Rushdie Affair (Birch
Eastern affairs, for a talk entitled, Research Institute.
Lane, 199u), In the Path of God:
Midd le East Update, in Rittenberg
Dr. Pipes occasionally dis- Islam and Political, Power (Basic
Lounge at 4:30.
cusses current issues on televi- Books, 1983), Slave Soldiers and
Dr. Pipes is Director of the sion, appearing on such pro- Mam (Yale University Press,
Middle East Forum, a research, grams as ABC World News, CBS 1981), and Greater Syria (Oxford
education and media project ThisMorning,CBSReports,The University Press, 1990).
devoted to the promotion of Donahue Show, Firing Line,
Both lectures are open to
American interests in that tur- Good Morning America, the entire Trinity community
bulent region. He is also Editor MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour, and to the general public.
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1,300 Attend Largest Trinity Party Ever
continued from page 1

Gannons
Borrowed
On Saturday Morning it was
brought to The Tripod's attention that
the two cannons on fhe main quad
were missing. Upon investigation, it
was discovered that the two cannons
were borrowed by the U.S. Army.
According to an employee at Campus Safety, the cannons were taken
away by the Army for historical use
and will return.

Mather
Renovation
Construction in Mather Hall is
progressing, most notably with the
presence of several bulldozers uprooting the parking lot on the driveway where Campus Safety vehicles
and delivery vehicles frequently park.

Tenure Panel
The Student Government Association (SGA) sponsored a faculty tenure information panel last Thursday
night. Professors Etzel Cardena,
Leslie Craine, and Edward Caliguri
spoke along with Dr. Timothy Craine,
former Director of the Math Center.
All four spoke of their recent dealings
with Trinity's Appointments & Promotions Committee.

Cable TV
Cable television may be coming
to dormitory lounges at Trinity College in the near future. The Office of
Residential Life, in conjunction with
the SGA's Housing Committee are
hoping to get cable into the lounges
as part of dormitory renovations over
the summer. Televisions, VCRs, furniture, and other amenities could
end up in lounges.
Which lounges are going to be
remodeled is still up in the air, as ORL
has yet to receive its budget for next
year, but ones in Freshman dorms
would most likely be the highest priority.

the Washington Room to the video dance,
and Alfred J. Koeppel '54, Chairman.of
the Board, stayed at the party until it
closed at 2:00.
Some minor problems occurred
throughout the night, but this was expected, according to Kelly, due to the
number of people and the amount of
alcohol. A group of seven students got
stuck in the elevator when it jumped its
tracks. "With all the use of loading in the
kegs and the bands the elevator started
acting up," said Platt. They were rescued by Campus Safety officers. Other
than that, Kelly reported that there was
very little damage and very few problems. Regardless, the clean up effort
took 9 janitors working 10 hours of overtime Saturday morning.
Part of the reason for the relative
lack of damage and violence might be
credited to the amount of supervision.
Platt hired 3 Officers and one Sergeant
from the Hartford Police, in addition to
the Campus Safety officer on duty. Peer
Monitors were also clearly identified by
photographs atthe door. Kelly expressed
his satisfaction with the safety organization staring that, "Lizz did a good job ...
taking a look at the big picture the party
went really well."
Kelly also cited the presence of the
Trustees as a major factor in keeping the
party under control. "It helps to have an
adult presence ... and it's something we
should be shooting for."
Platt emphasized the political aspect of the party — student support for
the Greeks—as extremely important. "I
think the party showed more student
empowerment and student unity than
SSAC and SGA have." She continued to
explain that, "this party was the perfect
merger of the personal-political line ...
For the first time 1 saw that SGA really
and if it has to be a party then it has to be
a party."
As the Trustees left they appeared
very pleased. Said Platt, "All they kept
saying was that this was the greatest
thing, this was very impressive, this took
a lot of work." Van Etten added simply
that, "The Trustees loved it." The next
day at the Trustee meeting, the response
to the par ty was "very positive," reported
Marlon Quintanilla '94, President of the
Student Government Association. In addition, Quintanilla presented the recent
all campus referendum which also illus-

No
Tripod?!?

AD Speaker
Michael Ashe Jr., Sherriff and
Director of Prisons for Hampden
County, Mass., brought five prisoners from Street, a correctional institute. The prisoners spoke of their
crimes, rehabilitation, and addictions.
Sherriff Ashe built the program,
which is considered hugely successful by residents in Massachusetts.
Approximately 100 students, faculty, and alumni attended the event.
The lecture was the annual Phi Kappa
Educational Foundation Lecture.

$8,000
Final numbers are in on the Greek
Fest party. Eight thousand dollars
were deposited in the Lnter-FraternityCouncil's(IFC)account. ThelFC
has yet to determine what to do with
the money.

Once a Trinity student, always a Trinity student.
trated the enormous support for the
Greeks among the student body. Quintanilla said that after a little explanation,
the Trustees took the referendum "as a
truthful opinion [of the students]."
Taking all this into consideration,
the Trustees have decided to put the

so large and have so many people have a
good time/'said Kelly.
Platt reported that there was an air
of "first annual" floating around after
the party. "In hindsight Isee a lot of
things that should have been done differently, but if we do it again it would go

"All [the Trustees] kept saying was that this was the
greatest thing, this was very impressive, this took a lot of
Greek issue on the agenda for reexamination at the next Trustee meeting on
May20th. Quintanilla stressed that while
the Trustees may decide to change their
opinion, they could easily decide to stick
to the current plan.
'
Regardless, it is an apparent victory
for the student body which seems to
have gained a lot of respect. "Credit to
everybody that they can have some thing

smoother." The party cost $7,200 which
was given as a one time allocation from
the Student Activity Fee (SAF), according to Van Etten, The profits from the
party will go to the Inter Fraternity Council (IFC), in the hope of creating a strong,
unifying Greek Council.
Platt concluded, "It was worth it, for
everythinglwentthrough,lthinkl would
go through it again."

Never grow up.
Go to school forever.

The Trinity Tripod Will
Not Be Publishing For
The Next Two Weeks
Due To Spring Break.
Our Next Issue
Of The Newspaper
Will Be Published On
Tuesday, April 12th.
The Next Tripod Staff
Meeting Will Be Tuesday,
April 5th At 9:00 PM.

KELLY COLUS

Score more!

(800)500-7737
Vu JriuMKn B o b " J not iflUkud «Uh Prlactton Untvioliy
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Same As It Ever Was: Congress Still Up to Code
BYJAYSARZEN
Metro-Hartford Editor

Blind Date
Restaurant Review

Well, the Blind Dates keep going
out, and we at The Tripod keep receiving
positive responses from the people who
venture out into downtown Hartford to
sample the culinary fare the city has to
offer. Once again, the Blind Date was
truly blind, thus, the thrill of dining in
downtown Hartford was enhanced. As
unbelievable as this sounds, our restaurant reviewers did not know each other.
We sent out senior John Prendergast and
sophomore Ann Cheney, to review Congress Rotisserie, which is located on
Maple Avenue. This restaurant is not to
be confused with the sandwich take-out
establishment, which is by no means a
bad restaurant. For our purposes, however, we needed a restaurant with ambience so two random people could give us
fodder for a good restaurant review.
Indeed, this is exactly what happened.
So, without further ado, let us read what
John and Ann had to say about Congress.

until I was finished since a sign of a good
restaurant is when the waitress/waiter
takes away all the plates at the same time
so that the one who is still eating isn't left
alone to eat.
John: We talked about Greek life,
social options for Trinity students, studying and living abroad, our hometowns,
and post-Trinity plans and ideas. Ann is
a fun person who's easy to talk and listen
to. I'm glad we met and had a good
conversation, which is sometimes rare at
Trinity.
Ann: We talked about our mutual
interests in traveling, how John had gone

toes and a paprika edged pesto sauce. thoroughly satisfied. A delicious meal
Congress does sandwiches well and this and great prices!
John: The service was so concerned,
sandwich was no exception to the rule.
The chicken was flavorfully grilled and it became slightly overbearing. The waitress, though knowledgeable and friendly,
the sauces mixed well together.
Ann: I had the three greens salad, seemed to want to rush us out as soon as
which I thought would be small, but we were done. It was the kind of "enjoy
instead was surprised to find a full, huge
plate of three mixed lettuces with alfalfa "I truly enjoyed my meal; itwas very tasty. The portions
sprouts and a balsamic vinigrette on the
side, which was delicious. The dressing are terrific for the prices." --Ann Cheney
was great.
I was even more surprised with my it but hurry up" service you tend to get to Frieburg, Germany last year, and how
entree, which was grilled shrimp topped in New York. Since the place wasn't I'd like to go to Rome next year. We both
decided that the abolition of Greek life
with goat cheese on a bed of-spaghetti filled to capacity, this confused me.
mixed with tomatoes, garlic, sage, and
Congress is elegantly decorated in a was wrong in that the college is deciding
bits of Italian bacon.
relaxed, art-deco style of alternating how we should behave and socialize with
When I heard the name Congress white painted brick and onyx tables, each other. Also, we felt that the result of
chairs and furnishings. The crowd was this would mean people would leave on
mostly late twenties or early thirties with weekends to find entertainment and Trin"Congress is elegantly decorated in a relaxed, art-deco
a yuppie feel—kind of like a "Melrose ity could become a suitcase school. We
style of alternating white-painted brick and onyx tables,
also discussed the theater department
Place" atmosphere.
and
how students are forced to use
Ann: The service was terrific. The
chairs, and furnishings. The crowd was mostly late twenwaitress did a wonderful job. The res- Seabury Hall or Goodwin Theater. We
ties or early thirties with a yuppie feel—kind of like a
taurant was only half-full, but it looked both realized we study Political Science.
like
those around us were enjoying their
We had a good dinner and good
'Melrose Place'atmosphere." —John Prendergast
meal. As we walked in, we passed a conversation since we had several things
John: I started off with an appe- Rotisserie, I thought that the restaurant classy long bar with a few people sitting in common, even though I'd never met
tizer—fried calamary with balsamic vin- would have great chicken, and I'd been on the stools. There was a CD jukebox him before.
egar, red cabbage slaw, and a horserad- informed by friends that they'd had ter- that played music all through dinner.
Well, there it is. Congress gets a nod
ishspiked marinarasauce. The calamary rific sandwiches, as well as good chicken.
The waitress was very attentive; al- of appro val from our two reviewers, who
was excellent and tender, but the red I truly enjoyed my meal; it was very most too much by the time we finished. also got along really swell with each
cabbage slaw Jacked a vinegar punch; it tasty. The portions are terrific for the Well, John had finished, but I was still other. The fact that Congress is an excelwas kind of bland.
prices. The shrimp were succulent, and working on my shrimp, which the wait- lent restaurant is not exactly a secret on
For dinner I had a chicken breast the goat cheese, which I normally do not ress really wanted to take away. I wish our campus, but it is still nice to know if
sandwich with humus, sun-dried toma- eat, was savory. I came home full and that she hadn't taken John's plate away the chef is maintaining high standards.

The Film Guarding Tess

Movies
SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Monkey Trouble
Mrs. Doubtfire
Schindler's List
Greedy
The Chase
Sugar Hill
Ace Ventura
Reality Bites
What's Eating Gilbert Grape?
Lightning Jack
Guarding Tess

TheRef
On Deadly Ground
Naked Gun 33 1/3

7:30 & 9:55
7:00
8:00
9:25
9:30
7:05 & 9:35
7:50 & 10:10
7:35 & 10:00
7:15 & 9:40
7:10
7:25 & 9:50
7:40 & 10:05
7:20 & 9:45
7:45 & 10:15

Take 1-84 East to Exit 58 (Silver Lane)

568-8810

BYBETHFENWICK&
ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Critics
The movie atFoiir Corners this week
is Guarding Tess. Set in Summersville,
Ohio, Tess Carlyle (Shirley MacLaine),
an ex-first lady, lives comfortably in a
laTge white house, guarded by seven
secret service men. The SAIC (Special
Agent In Charge) is Doug Chesnick (Nick
Cage), a man in his thirties dying to
return to Washington, DC for more action than guarding this elderly woman.
Guarding Tess shows the development
of a relationship between an elderly person and her special friend and guardian.
Beth: This film was mediocre. Both
MacLaine and Cage were very funny,
almost sarcastic, at times, but these lines
seemed few and far between. However,
without the teaspoon of humor in their
characters, this movie would be a sad
story of a lonely woman getting old.
Besides the humor, there also seemed to
be little, yet scattered character development. For these reasons, I would call it a
grade B Driving Miss Daisy.
One very good aspect of the movie is
the music. All though it is fine art music
(classical), it fit appropriately with the
specific scenes. If the price is right, it would make an ideal album for studying. In my all knowing wisdom andexperience, I would not be surprised if
this film was nominated for best sound
track. We'll.see on Monday night or
maybe a year from Monday night,
I know that last week I stuck my
neck out to give a green light, but this
week I am going to have to stick it out
again, only this rime, it gets a red light.
So much for middle of the road! Yes, the
music was great. But, the real audience

Mcyie •

Review
for this movie is the elderly, not college
students looking for a good time and a
good movie.
i Ellen: When I called to get the times
of the movie, Guarding Tess, I was surprised that all of the showings were early
... no late show. But when I arrived at the
movie theatre, I saw that I was the only
one not sporting a Barbara Bush hairdo
and I realized that the target audience of
this film'was older.
I still had high hopes since Shirley
MacLaine and Nicholas Cage were playing the leading roles. But ass the movie
progressed I just kept thinking, "this is
not funny. Was that supposed to be
sarcastic?" It was the most uneventful 60
minutes. Then, the action started; it took
the movie in a new direction.
Unfortunately, even the action did
not improve this film. The film had a
little bit of everything but it's main goal
was not accomplished. The viewer could
sense that the dialogue between the old,
bitter Mrs. Carlisle and her secret agent
Douglas, was forced. Very rarely did I
get a feeling of genuine concern, it always seemed superficial.
Needless to say, this movie does not
come with a recommendation; not even
for the elderly.
If you desire to see a movie with the
same idea, rent Driving Miss Daisy. At
least there will be passion in the actors
and an overflowing sense of compassion. Consequently, this movie will have
to get a solid red light.
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Legislature Bandies About Emissions Testing
BY JOHN PRENDERGAST
Metro-Hatrford Political Writer

zona industrial hygiene company, over
Environmental Sys terns Products of East
Granby. Weicker's uneducated decision
to give the contract to Envirotest was
against the recommendations of a panel
of experts with substantial experience in
the fieldsof environmental management,
transportation, financial auditing and

bied by Envirotest, who reportedly fed House has been, they normally passed
them severely, inherently, and intention- easily. However, due to the fact that the
ally flawed information.
House took so much "heat" for the reorTwo events dominated the converIn addition, it has become known ganization of the workers' compensasation, debate, and work down at the
that ESP's equipment is so far ahead of tion system last year, they agreed to let
Capitol this week. Contrary to popular
Envirotest's that ESP would have done the Senate vote on the labor contracts.
rumor, they were not the UConn win
the job better for less money. As this And the Senate, though still slightly
over Rider and Cal's being sent home
article is being written, the competitors Democratic, is much less partisan and
seem to have "merged" their proposals tends to financially scrutinize legislative
He [Gov. Weicker] maintained that ESP did not have the and plan to share the contract, using proposals it receives much more carecombined methods and resources to en- fully than the House,
financial means to do the job right, and therefore chose the sure a good job at a fair price. Weicker
The Senate took one look at the 5-6%
maintains he had nothing to do with the raise that most prison guards, teachers,
more "realistic" proposal provided by Envirotest.
deal, which I, personally, am skeptical and other state workers were supposed
from the NCAA men's tournament analysis, and against the recommenda- about. There are a lot of factors up in the to receive in the upcoming contracts and
(though the great majority of legislators tion of his own motor vehicles commis- air, and no one knows how the compa- axed it immediately. William DiBella,
may have paid more attention this week sioner.
to the basketball rankings than to each
Undaunted, Weicker fired the com- The Senate took one look at the 5-6% raise that most
other's legislation); This week, missioner several weeks ago, and
"hizzoner" Gov. Weicker awarded a $150 brushed aside the opinion of the panel as prison guards, teachers, and other state workers were
million contract for state emissions test- uninformed. Hemaintained thatESPdid supposed to receive and axed it immediately.
ing to an out-of-state company while a not ha ve the financial means to do the job
Connecticut corporation provided a bet- right, and therefore chose the more "re- nies will be able to solve conflicts in their majority leader of the Senate, commented
ter deal to taxpayers, and the Senate voted alistic" proposal provided by Envirotest. proposals. The only things that are cer- earlier in the week that he plans to vote
down two major state labor contracts.
According to theHartford Courant's tain at this point is that the cost of an against every labor contract he sees until
First came Gov. Weicker's attempt March 16th issue, "independent reviews emissions test in Connecticut in the near the'eontracts take into account the rate of
to award the state contract for future ... have confirmed ... that Weicker acted future will increase to $20, where it is cuts the rest of the state is having to deal
emissions testing for automobiles to arbitrarily" (p. D13). Apparently, now $10. And Weicker will be gone be- with in this time of general recession.
Envirotest Systems Corporation, an Ari- Weicker and his staff were heavily lob- fore anyone can complain or before the With a statement like that, Ihope DiBella
doesn't need the votes of state unions
two companies start to fight.
Inothernews, theSenatevoted down anytime soon.
Anyway, the Connecticut General
two state labor contracts this week. The
state's labor contracts are supposed to go Assembly's House returns next week
through a process of binding arbitration, with a consideration of many important
and the proposals that emerge are sup- bills on Governor Weicker's agenda. I'll
posed to be accepted by one house of the return next week to discuss which eslegislature. Originally, these labor con- caped the wrath of Bill "his excellency
local
school
children
have
been
learning
BY CHRISTOPHER WELCH
about the benefits of recycling, and what tracts were approved by the House, and with big hair" DiBella and his comrades
Special to Metro-Hartford
they can do to participate in the cam- as Democratically dominated as the downtown.
paign.
Around Trinity, a newproposal is
During the past few weeks,
ConnPIRG has been active in promoting being prepared for presentation to Centhe cause of recycling in the state of Con- tral Services which would alter the camnecticut, Specifically, the members have pus recycling policy as well. .
When implemented, the plan would
devoted a great deal of energy to the
advancement of the "Buy Recycled Bill" call for the school to buy a greater perwhich is currently being placed before centage ofits goods from recycled sources
and to cut* down on waste. The'latter1
the"statefihgteltfture. • •- ; • ' ''
In essence, this is a law which would would mean cutting down on the supermandate that the state buy recycled pa- fluity of junk mail which appears in camper and other products more often. Cur- pus boxes each day. Finally, student
A TRIP IS BEING PLANNED BY HLELEL TO THE
rently, the legislation in place allows the recycling would be made easier by the
installation
of
brand
new,
permanent
government to continue to buy virgin
HOLOCAUST MUSEUM IN WASHINGTON,
products. In support of the bill, fifteen recycling bins placed strategically in armembers of ConnPIRG traveled to the eas which generate the most waste, as
LEAVING FRIDAY, A P R I L ^ X N O AND
State Capitol last Wednesday to lobby well as more new blue bins which will
various legislators for support of the bill. now be in every building and dorm. It
RETURNING SUNDAY 9 A P E I L
The trip was a success, with great gains has been felt thai many students want to
be able to recycle the vast quantities of
being made toward the law's passage.
In concert with the state-level legis- paper and aluminum cans generated in
lation, ConnPIRG is launching a cam- the dorms, but the facilities to receive
THIS WILL BE A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO
paign to improve recycling policy and and process them have been lacking. The
details
of
the
plan
will
be
unveiled
on
awareness on a local and college level. In
VISIT THE MUSEUM WITH PROCESSOR SAM
preparation for the upcoming Earth Day, Earth Day, which is April 22nd.

ConnPIRG Lobbies For
New "Buy Recycled" Bill

TRINITY

»

Rep. Kennelly Meets With
Trinity's ConnPIRG Group
BY CARL A FORTE
Special to Metro-Hartford

.

On Monday, March 14, members of
ConnPIRG and Assistant Dean Peters
headed to U.S. Representative Barbara
Kennelly's downtown Hartford office.
The scheduledmeeting's agenda focused
on the topic of endangered species. Special attention was given to encouraging
Representative Kennelly to cosponsor a
bill that would strengthen the current
Endangered Species Act, which is up for
reauthorization in Congress. The members of the student body and Dean Peters
represented the Trinity community and
presented Kennelly with a banner compiled with over 600 signatures as well as
endorsements from Trinity's organizations, faculty, and staff.
The meeting with Kennelly, who is
not only a member of Congress but a
Trinity alum, proved very successful.
She was grateful that this issue was
brought to her attention by Trinity and
was very impressed with the concern

expressed through the banner. She confirmed that she would not endorse the
Tauzen-Fields bill which would weaken
the act, and said that she would definitely consider the stronger bill after read-

Special attention was given
to encouraging Representative Kennelly to cosponsor
a bill that would
strengthen the current
Endangered Species Act,
which is up for reauthorization in Congress.
ing up on the issue from the information
submitted to her by the Trinity group.
The group left the office very much enthused and satisfied with Representative Kennelley's response toConnPIRG's
and Trinity's efforts to protect the endangered species.

"

•

OMMUNITT:

KASSOW, DEPARTMENT OF fferoRY. PROF®
ILASSOW WAS BORN IN EUROPE AND IS A
CHILD OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS.
W E WILL STAY AT THE HOLIDAY I N N IN
ARLINGTON ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
T H E COST OF THE TRIP WILL HE
APPROXIMATELY $ £ 3 $ FOR STUDENTS.
PLACES ARE LIMITED TO I S PEOPLE.
I F YOU ARE INTERESTED m RESERVING A

PLACE OR RECEIVING MORE INFORMATION 9
PLEASE CONTACT

IJSAKASSOW

AT X.2538©

PLEASE RESPOND BY APRIL 1 3 T H .
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Watkinson Houses Famous Diirer Woodcarvings
BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
Senior Editor
Hidden away in the basement of Trinity's library is an
exhibition of four century old
woodcarvings. The Watkinson
is currently housing a collection
of 16th Century works by German book illustrator Albrecht
Diirer. The books displayed in
the exhibition are from the
Trumbull-Prime collection of
early book illustrations in the

The current exhibition of
works was organized by Doctor
Jeffrey Kaimowitz, the curator
of the Watkinson and Doris
Kammradt, Trinity's Collection
Development Librarian. It encompasses twenty-two pieces of
work, spanning 1475 to 1540.
The exhibit includes not only
works by Durer, but by some of
his predecessors and some of
his proteges as well.
According to a catalogue
put together for the exhibit,

Although the idea of four hundred year old
woodcut illustrations may seem remote from
college students, the exhibit is well worth
checking out.
Watkinson, which has been a
part of Trinity's holdings since
1905. The collection was a gift
from Annie Trumbull Slossom,
a relative of James Hammond
Trumbull, the first Librarian of
the Watkinson.

Durer was born in 1471, and
trained to be a goldsmith before
becoming a book illustrator.
Diirer's speciali ty was the woodcut design, although he also illustrated books in colored pen
and ink drawings. Although

woodcut drawings are often
overlooked in the development
of art history, Diirer's achievements were not overlooked by
his Renaissancecontemporaries.
Although the idea of four
hundred year old woodcut itlustrations may seem remote
from college students, the exhibit is well worth checking out.
Diirer's subjects range from traditional biblical scenes to fables
and traditional stories from
mythology.
Many of the woodcuttings
from the middle of his career
focus on fiery New Testament
scenes, coming from a work of
Diirer's called the Apocalypse,
published in 1498. Trinity's five
copies of this work are the only
copies existent in the world save
one at the Fairfax Murray/Metropolitan Museum of Art.
In his later career, Diirer
moved away from religious
themes and towards depictions
of secular life. This was fully in
keeping with other develop-

Follies Comes To
COMPILED BYEVAN L. ZALL
Arts Editor

within the audience's reach to ace Theatre, where he played
dizzying heights, they tell the the cowboy/philosopher for
tale of a man and his country nine months. Mr. Davis' career
The Will Rogers Follies, win- that is still talked about today.
has successfully spanned every
This production is directed aspect of the entertainment inner of six 1991 Tony Awards
including Best Musical, and the
1992 Giammy Award for Best Mr. Davis' career has successfully spanned
Musical Show Album, continues its national tout with, per- every aspect of the entertainment industry

ments in Renaissance art. One
of the most interesting pieces is
a work called "Analyzing Perspective" which "deals with linear, plane, and solid geometry,
and its application to the con-

some time after his death.
The exhibit will remain on
display at the Watkinson for
only a month more. The catalogue prepared by Kaimowitz
and Kammradt is an invaluable

Many of the woodcuttings from the middle of
his career focus on fiery New Testament
scenes, coming from a work of Diirer's called
the Apocalypse, published in 1498.
s traction of perspective architecture, typography and decoration." It is much more accessible in subject to modern people
than his earlier works. Durer
died in 1528, but workers in his
studio continued in his vein for

tool in helping to make your
make through the exhibit, and
was funded by generous support from the Trinity College/
Watkinson Library Associates
Fund. The Watkinson Library is
open from Monday through Fri-

Jazzman Htibbard Gives
Audience The Blues
BYJOHNVIENER
Arts Writer

As a jazz aficianado and
avid listener, I was overjoyed
to learn that Freddie Hubbard,
the trumpet legend, was coming to visit Hartford. Aside
from his numerous classic Blue
Note albums in the 1960's and
his 'early work with Art
Blakey's band, Mr. Hubbard
has enjoyed popularity and
critical acclaim in every decade

he took the microphone to mention the members of the band
and to explain that he needed
time off. This statement assured the listeners of their assumption aboutMr. Hubbard's
playing. '
At thebreakjt was readily
apparent that the audience was
disappointed by Freddie, bu
they were all ecstatic about th<
performance of the rest of the
band. Comprised ofJavon Jaeksonon tenor sax,Donald Brown

Jrom music to television.
graphed by Tommy Tune, The Awards, Mr. Tune is the only earned numerous gold record
whether Hubbard's playing was "experimenWill Rogers Follies is a musical person in theater history to win singles that include "I Believe in
extravaganza of the life and in four different categories and Music" and "Baby Don't Get
tal "or just poor. Even to the lay-ear, the
times of the famed folk hero, win the same two awards for Hooked OnMe," which received
sound
wasn't right.
performer and philosopher. two consecutive years. Amem- a Grammy nomination for Best
Vocal Performance and a Counrienced arid creative group of anil Billy Diuramonci on
Winner of nine Tony Awards, Mr. Tune is the try Music Association Award young lions supporting him, drums, the bund hail been very
nomination for Best Song.
Mr. Hubbard was, getting iv.idy supportive and had fa'
only person in theater history to win in four
to put on a promising show. outplayed I he leader. In fact
In a highlight of his career,
However,
the audience re- the majority or" the second sc
Mr.
Davis
wrote
three
hit
songs
different categories and win the same two
ceived a confusing demonstra- was without the leader and but
for Elvis Presley: "Memories,"
awards for two consecutive years.
tion.
"Don't Cry Daddy," and "In the
ler for it. These younger musi
Ghetto," which received a
I arrived mid-way through cians were crisp, sharp, and in
WillRogets narrates his life story ber of the Theatre Hall of Fame, Grammy nomination for Best
the firstscttofindFreddiepac- ventive while reflective of Hit
through a series of spectacular he has also won seven Drama Song, Davis was also selected
ing the stage, playing sporadi- post-bop tradition.
Ziegfield Follies production Desk Awards, twoObie awards, as the Country Music
cally on his fluegelhorn. The
'Ihe audience, which innumbers, which come to life Dance Magazine's Award for Academy'* Entertainer of the
first thing that 1 noticed was cluded \a/.A notables local mu. aided by sixteen New Ziegfield Lifetime Achievement, the 1990 year and the Favorite Male Perthat this legend was not play- sicians and ed uca tors, v.- ,1.1 thorGirls, Ziegfield's Favorite, The American Dance Theatre former by the People's Choice
ing the way ] had heard him oughly impcwavil by the quarWill Rogers Wranglers, The Award, the 1990 Drama League Awards.
before. I Jis tone was weak ant) tet. Tin1 audience reaction lend'
Amazing Mongrels, Will Musical Theatre Award, and
Tickets for The Will Rogers broken, and his intonation w<is even more credence to my per
Rogers' Children, and a profes- two Astaire Awards.
Follies range from $24.50 to
unimpressive, He watuilso hav- «onal conception of the group's
sional roper.
Mac Da vis is the star of this (M8.50, and are on sale now at
ing trouble creating coherent talent and expression. Though
These dancers will glide show, playing Will Rogers him- The Bushnell Box Office. Call
ideas. I he audience was silent, the assumed highlight of the
effortlessly up anddownamag- self. Mr. Davis made his Broad- (203)246-6807 Monday through
but there WAS a definite air of show, its leader, was not worlh
nificent floating stairway. As way debut in The Will Rogers Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
skepticism and confusion as to the price of admission. Hip rat
the ensemble ascends from Follies in May of 1992 at the Pal- Sunday, noon to 5 p.m.
whether Iluhbard's playing of the band was wojfli eveiy
was experimental or just poor. penny. To me, flubbjrd has
Even to the lay ear, the enibodii'd the modern trumpet
sound wasn't right. In in the since he hit the scene in Ihe late
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Division of International Programs Abroad
ne\t tune, Mr, Huhbard had 1%0's. My jrreal expectation
119 Euclid Avenue
trouble during a luhato solo vveru crushed, luit if he doe.s
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
and made somewhat humor- take time off, I am positive he
1-800-235-3472
ous stai emeiitb to the effect tha t can lake back his rightly dehe wasn't playing well. Finally,
served crown.
S Y R A C U S E

A B R O A D

Something to write home about!
• At SU's Madrid Center
• SU credit: communications and liberal arts
• Courses in English or Spanish
• Two-week Hispanic Cultural Heritage traveling seminar to
Toledo, C6rdoba, Granada, and Sevilla
• Courses available at Unlversldad de Alcala de Henares or
Unlversidad Autdnoma
•Live with Spanish hosts

Financial assistance available

<Support
Trinity
Arts
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Poet Tess Gallagher. Speaks
Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Amongst
the towering insurance firms and national banks, there lies true
entertainment for those seeking something a little beyond the
ordinary.

Mandala Finale
The Venerable Lobsang Samten will conduct a powerful
ceremony to conclude this month of special events focused on the
sacred arts of Tibet. The process begins with the sweeping away
of the mandala and the collecting of its sand in an urn. It ends with
the casting of the sand into a site onthe Connecticut River.
Limited bus transportation is available for the ceremony,
which begins at 2 p.m. on March 24, in the Widener Gallery at the
Austin Arts Center.

Jazz Ensemble
Real Art Ways-will present a collaboration between jazz
ensemble Debris and widely recorded trumpet player Herb
Robertson at the Real Art Ways Gallery, 56 Arbor Street in
Hartford. The show is on Thursday, March 24 at 8 p.m. Debris is
a Boston-based composition/improvisation group consisting of
Steve Norton on saxophone and bass clarinet, Arthur Weinstein.
on guitar and hosaphone, Bob Ross on bass and Curt Newton on
percussion. Tickets are $8, $6 for R.A.W. members. Call232-1006,

Bailey's Cafe
Hartford Stage will present the world premiere of Gloria
Naylor's Bailey's Cafe from March 26-April 30. Novella Nelson
will direct a cast that features Yolande Bavan, Cheryl Lynne,
Bruce Helmar, Augustus Cooper, Michael Genet/Tommy Hollis,
Burtis McClarin, Renee Joshua-Porter, Phyllis Yvonne Stickney
and Inger Tudor,
Artistic director Mark Lamos says, "[Hartford Stage is] proud
to be presenting the world premiere of Bailey's Cafe, and it is
exciting that Hartford audiences wlHbe'the first to see'this newwork." He notes that "the development process for the production took place in Hartford - we have had the unique opportunity
to nurture a play from its initial development process to its final
production."
Based on the best-selling novel of the same name. Bailey's
Cafe is the story of a mythical restaurant that becomes a magnet
for a group of African Americans, each with their own remarkable
story to tell. The cafe takes on a magical aura as the characters look
for a passage to a brighter future. Author Naylor weaves together
all the individual tales with humor, whimsy, and the blues.
Tickets range from $21 to $35; showtimes are Tuesdays
through Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m.,
and Sundays at 7:30 p.m. Matinees are Wednesdays at 2 p.m. and
Sundays at 2:30. For information or tickets, call (203) 527-5151.

Aboriginal Art
More than 110 contemporary works by Aboriginal artists
from the community of Utopia in central Australia come together
for the first time at the Wadsworth Atheneum's major spring
exhibition. The show includes The Utopia Body Paint Collection,
a group of paintings adapted from Aboriginal ceremonial creations, and enhances it with a group of contemporary Aboriginal
sculptures, woodblock prints, batiks, and painted found objects.
The exhibit opens on Thursday, March 24 at 2 p.m.

Attention Poets...
The National Library of Poetry has announced that $12,000 in
prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North
American Poetry Contest. The deadline for the contest is March
31st. The contest is open to everyone and entry is free. •
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be a
winner. Every poem entered also has a chance to be published in
a deluxe, hard-bound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem to the National Library of
Poetry, 11419 Conridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-YF, Owing Mills, MD;
2117. Entries must be postmarked by March 31st; a new contest
opens April 1st.

.,,A look around town
for the culturally curious

BY MATT HENRY
Arts Writer

Tess Gallagher visited Trinity over the last couple of weeks.
I recently had the pleasure of
conducting a short interview
with the poet. She has written
several books of poetry, including Moon Crossing Bridge, a
tribute to her late husband,
Raymond Carver.
WhatdoyouhopetogiveTrin- .
ity with your visit?

Those things which I have
learned in thirty years of writing poetry. I want to show this
love for this English we're living in, the intensity of one's life.
[I want to bring] a sense of venturing and taking chances.
While Moon Crossing Bridge
is a tribute to your late husband, it
seems you are looking toward the
future as well. You write in the title
poem, "And who's to say I didn't
cross/fust because I used the bridge
in its witnessing/to let the water
stay the water/And the incongruities of the moon to chart/That joining I was certain of. Could you
explain?

I'm talking about the joining of the spirit of the one who
has passed on. You're in quite a
different capacity when you're .
living. The joining [in this poem]
is a crossing over the boundary.
You're still nourished by those
things they gave you in life. I
may be left behind in my physical being, but I still have a spiritual connection. I have a very
strong.fopt in, the spirjj,warld.

Tess Gallagher is Trinity's poet-in-residence this month.
I'm going to continue with my I feel very close to my family.
poetry. You can carry poems in That's part of .why I'm going
quite a busy life. Toward the back to Washington,• r"
end Ray's life I don't think his
Do you have anything to say
mind could always handle the to the poets, or writers in general,
fiction, but the poetry was some- who are graduating soon?
thing he could still take in. I'm
I would tell them that many
still trying to see how to fulfill of my students have gone on to
• jiiy responsibility's to. .Ray's raise Jads on hold down jobs. It
Is the water imagery in your work.
is very difficult out there. I
would encourage them to make
I want to show this love for this English we're time to read a poem often. That
the continuity of poliving in, the intensity of one's life. I want to maintains
etry. Believe in yourself.
Also, there will be times to
bring a seme of venturing and taking
put your shoulder to the wheel.
chances.
But don't be afraid to be silent.
Silence to me is the times when
•poetry related to Ray Carver's last
Other than that I will be you are learning. That is when
works?
teaching at Whitman College in you gather your experiences.
Well, we lived in my Sky Walla Walla, Washington. Iplan You have the right not to write.
House [in Washington], and we to be close to my mother. She's
7s there anything else you
could always see over thatbody eighty, and I we've always been would like to say?
of water. There was a freshwater close.
I would like to say that I
creek that joins the salt water.
You mention -you're father in very much enjoyed working
It's called Morse Creek.
the beginning of A Concert Of with the high school students
Ray used to say of bodies of Tenses. It seems like you were close from the Hartford area. I think
water that they are very myste- to your family.
we need more of that. I can see
rious entities. You don't know
Well, there was a lot of a great hunger for poetry, not
what you'll find there. You can chaos in my house, with my only here, but all over. It is
throw in your hook and you're father's drinking. When you're important for schools like this
not quite sure what you'll bring in a situation like that you hold one to keep encouraging
on to whatever ground you can. student's to write.
upBeing on the water, near
water, you're a very permeable
creature. You [learn to] take in
what's around you. I was born
under the signs of Cancer and
Leo, a water and fire bicuspid.
They say that the poet must always be at inner conflict. Hopefully the water doesn't put the
fire out.

Cerebrate

Where does Tess Gallagher go
fromhere?

I'm currently working on a
collection of short stories called
Dig Two Graves: Stories Of Revenge Investigating. I'm trying
to look at why people feel the
need to get even, to do one better. The stories are an investigation into revenge. So right now
I'm working on my fiction.
I'llbe working in films. I'm
meeting with the head of Rhapsody Films in New York.
They've done some wonderful
films on Jazz figures. Of course
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St Patrick's Day: More Than Green Clothing And Green Beer
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Writer

Thursday morning: after having
whacked my snooze button more times
than I should have, I rolled out of bed. I
threw on my bathrobe andstumbled into
the shower. Half-way through my
shower, it dawned on me that it was
St.Padd_y's Day!
Being one half Irish I got excited and
began planning out my wardrobe for the
festive day, selecting from the green items
of clothing that I had hanging in my
closet.
•
One half our later, as I was about to
make my way to breakfast in my green
jeans and my "Get your Irish up" t-shirt,
the phone rang. It was my £ m l n ' r
My grandmother imm rik Hit
United States from Ireland ^ h -i h
nineteen, I told her how kst L TP I
"Irish" I was that day, an ti it 1 \ is
decked out in green from
head to toe. This is when
she proceeded to tell me
that green had nothing to
do with St. Patrick's Day
and asked me if I even
knew the story behind the
holiday.
Of course I didn't (or |
what I did know was extremely limited) and was
kind of amazed at myself.
^^
I had never considered the
"true" religious meaning of the day. I
was conveniently being Irish for a day
because it made March seventeenth more
interesting than my typical day.

It suddenly hit me that I was much
like one of those White European
ethnicities that I learned about in my
Race and Ethnicity class, who conveniently choose occasionally to assert their
ethnicity, as little more than a 'spice' to
liven up their bland lives.
Hence, I made it a point to call my
grandmother back that afternoon so that
I could, in fact, learn what the holiday
was about.
I concluded that if I was going to
proclaim myself Irish I should at least
possess the knowledge of an Irish -American.
So for all of you fellow Irishmen
who know as little as I did, I thought I'd

» • • •

•:••!

fill you in with a brief synopsis of all of
the facts which are pertinent to the life of
St. Patrick.
St. Patrick was an English clergyman who supposedly lived from the years

rock had "three in one."
The other legend, which is considered to be much more of a fairy tale than
a historical fact, was that St.Patrick chased
all of the snakes out of Ireland by drown-

IfSt. Patrick were alive, he would probably want us all to
go to mass or do something in his honor. For the typical
Irish-American, the St. Patricks' Day routine is quite
different: he eats corned beef, wears green, and goes out
and gets drunk, firm in his beliefthat this is what St.
Patrick's Day is all about.
389 - 461 A.D. Basically, he is responsible for the Christianizing of Ireland
fri m their previous "pagan" religions.
St. Patrick had become inspired to
spr ad Christianity at the age of sixteen
\. h n he was captured by pirates and
tn 1 aved in Ireland for a period of six
vears before he managed to escape.
He returned years later under the
direction of the Pope and, as the
story goes, converted over
| 120,000 people. The more famous legends regarding St.
Patrick detail the stories of the
shamrock and the snakes. *
|
St. Patrick sought to explain
to the Irish people the concept
behind the Holy Trinity. The idea
that the Father, Son and HolySpirit
were one in the same was a concept that
the Irish people could not understand. In
an effort to educate the Irish, St. Patrick
picked up a shamrock and used it as a
model by demonstrating that the sham-

ing them in the sea.
Thus, the factual significance of St.
Patrick's Day. Personally, I feel more
informed knowingthedetailsofthe story.
"St.Patrick's Day" has seemed to have
lost its true meaning. If St.Patrick were
alive, he would probably want us all to
go to mass or do something in his honor.
For the typical Irish-American, the St.
Patrick's' Day routine is quite different:
he eats corned beef, wears green, and
goes out and gets drunk, firm in his belief
that this is what St. Patrick's Day is all
about. So goes March 17th as I have
known it to be.
And perhaps in this day drinking
beer and being fes tive is the essence of St.
Paddy's Day since these are common
ways to celebrate the festivities that constitute our lives, but I think that it is nice
to be informed and to know that the true
meaning of the day is that of a religious
one; that it is the celebration of the Christianizing of Ireland.

Boots And Birks Offer Tips On How To Help A Friend In Need
I3«;at Hoots wdHitUs,
1 need your advice. 1 tninlc that my
best friend is in an abusive relationship.
Her boyfriend doesn't hit her or anything like that, but I just don't think he's
good for her anymore.
She is always upset and just doesn't
seem, the same anymore.
She is always moody and depressed.
Worst of all, she has become totally dependent onhim and clearly isn't going to
leave him even though he is what is
bringing her down. ,..
I think she is in denial—she is so
desperately "in love" with him that she
can't see his flaws. But they're there!
Andl'mnotthe only one to see them. All
of her friends see it but we don't know
how to help her, which is why I'm writing you.
My friends and I want to talk to her
about this. They've been together for a
year now and I think it's time we all had
a talk.
We're just concerned that she she'll
get defensive and think we're tryihg to
tell her how to live her life. We just want
to help.
Signed,
Concerned Friends

Deal Concerned Friends,
A lot of friends write in when'ftiey
are concerned abouta friend. Your worries are completely justified—it's hard to
watch a friend get hurt and you want to
do something about it but don't know
how to go about helping your friend.
I'm not sure if you want to talk to her
boyfriend since you seem to think he's
the problem. That might be pushing it
too far. Their problems are between the
two of them. Also, if your friend finds
out you approached her boyfriend she
might hold that against you and not listen to what you have to say.
However,'youcertainlyshouldhave
a talk with your friend. You probably
shouldn't do it with the whole group of
friends, maybe just one or two of her
closest friends. Thatwe she won't feel as
though she is being attacked.
Basically, you should tell her that
lately she seems to have been out of sorts
and you've all been worried about her.
You don'thave to come right out and tell
her you think she should dump her boyfriend. Perhaps, in conversation she'll
come around on her own and talk about
him.
Good Luck!
—Boots

Dear Boots and Birks,

'

Dear Distraught in Little,

I'm going to kill my roommate!!!

You seem to be in quite a predicament! First of all, have you tried talking
Okay, I'm not literally going to knife to your roommate or your Resident Asher or anything, but she is absolutely sistant. It might even help if you talked
driving me crazy and I can't deal any- to your roommate with your RA.
more!
Freshmen often have roommate
We live in a tiny one room double in problems mainly because roommates for
Little and it is absolutely unbearable. freshman year are picked at random.
She is a total pig!
Therefore, roommate incompatibility is
She leaves her smelly clothing ev- not uncommon.
erywhere and empty beer cans all over
Before you make any decision you
the place. And she has no regard what- could make a list of pros and cons, weighsoever for my things. She borrows my ing the advantages and disadvantages of
CDs then leaves them so they can be living with your present roommate.
scratched and destroyed. She also takes Maybe you'll decide that it isn't so bad
myclotning(andleavesnumerousstains) after all. I'm sure your roommate wants
without asking!
the same- friendly living quarters. Thus,
I really want to move out, but I don't she'll probably be willing to help work
want to hurt her feelings. She is a really things out,
nice person; we just aren't compatible as
If you do decide to move, there are a
roommates.
few options. As a freshman, you have to
I also really like living in Little and live in a freshman dorm so you should
don't necessarily want to move out of the head over to the Residential Life office
dorm.
and check out if there are any "freshman
It's a fun dorm and I have a lot of experience" rooms available.
friends here.
There is a slim chance that you'd get
What can I do?
a single. Therefore, you might want to
think about whether the move is worth
Signed,
it. Do you want to start over with anDistraught in Little
other roommate, or you could stick it out
with your roommate for two months?

-

-Birks

r
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Cigar Smoking On The Rise At Trinity & Nationwide
BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
Senior Editor

As you may have seen, or more appropriately smelled, the cigar is making
a comeback on Trinity's campus. The
stogie, ranging from the hip-hop inspired
Phillie Blunt to the stately elegance of the
Davidoff, has been popping up all over
the place, from the Washington Room to
fraternity parties. Just this past Sunday,
anyone wandering down the Long Walk
would have seen a number of members
of the class of '94 returning from Senior
Brunch lighting up an A vo Uvezian Petit
Bellicose

Actually, the cigar comeback is not friendly restaurants and discusses varilimited to Trinity's campus. The Hartford ous cigar accessories.
Advocate noticed it in Hartford a few
The cigar at Trinity has caused a bit
weeks ago, and a year and a half old of controversy. Although to some it rep-

The cigar at Trinity has caused a bit of controversy. Although to some it represents a half an hour or so of pure
smoking pleasure and some time to sit and ruminate, \o
others it is an olfactory nightmare.
magazine called Cigar Aficionado has the resents ahalf an hour or so of pure smokfastest growing subscription base of any ing pleasure and some time to sit and
magazine in the nation. This magazine, ruminate, to others it is an olfactory nightput out four times a year, is dedicated to mare. Many otherwise friendly indithe elevation of the cigar. It also profiles viduals have been known to launch into
prominent cigar smokers, reviews cigar heated character assaults on an other-

These are fairly mild, pleasant tasting
and draw easily (that is, it is not difficult
to puff away, the smoke comes through
the cigar quickly).
A little more mild, but better constructed and more tasty, and thus more
expensive, is the Avo Uvezian. More
powerful is the Griffin, especially the
larger ones, which have a hot and peppery taste.

wise non-offending cigar smokers. A
dozen or so cigar smokers at the Senior
Snowball in December were accosted and
forced from the Washington Room into
the Rittenberg Lounge.
Personally, I find cigars to be quite
relaxing. Of course, if you decide to
smoke a cigar you have to be willing to
make certain sacrifices, not the least of
which may be other people's company.
Other sacrifices you'll have to be prepared to make are curling up under a
blanket (for when you open all of the
windows in your room), turning off your
smoke detector, and frequent fumigations of your clothing.
There is a decent selection down at
the Hartford Civic Center's De La Concha, where the owner is friendly, but the
cigars are a bit overpriced and sometimes a little dry. However, unless you
are willing to drive down to New York
City, your options are limited.
With deadlines for Senior Theses,
graduation and other celebratory opportunities on the way, a multitude of cigar
occasions are on the calender. Of course,
there is no reason not to enjoy a cigar any
day of the week, although that might put
a dent in your wallet and a slight shortness of breath in your chest.
For a good, decently priced starring
cigar that is readily available, I would
recommend any medium sized Ashton.

Of course, there is no
reason not to enjoy a cigar
any day of the week, although that might put a
dent in your wallet and a
slight shortness of breath in
your chest.
For a nice change of pace, you might
want to experiment with a Maduro, or
dark-wrappered cigar. These are sweeter,
with an almost chocolatey taste.
Whatever you do decide to smoke,
remember to be polite and considerate of
non-smokers, al though thatdoesn'tmean
thatcigar smokers don'thave rights. Join
the nascent community of dgar lovers at
Trinity, and grab a stogie, a book and
enjoy.

This Week's Quest?on;
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Freshmen Reflect Upon Transition To College Life
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Features Writer

The other day I was contemplating
the fact that in the next few weeks high
school seniors everywhere will be making the momentous decision as to where
to spend their college career. Applying

drinking, dating and socialization on
campus in the hopes that the tour guide
will respond in candor to their inquiries,
questions which are strategically designed to avoid engendering suspicion
among their parents.
Once a high school senior is reassured that the majority of students at

Once a high school Senior is reassured that the majority
of students at Trinity are all disciples of Ferris Bueller
who truly believe that embellishment is an art form which
can be used to make work as brief and painless as possible,
the perspective is ready to sign on.
to college is perhaps one of the most
stressful experiences of your high school
years.
Choosing the "right" college entails not only the drudgery of college
applications, but also the concerns
which arise over ones future. Most
high school Seniors, however, are
more concerned about their future social life than making a
wise choice which will lead to a
successful career.
Given that these future
freshman a re making check
lists of important party
facts, the male to female
ratio and whether or not
the college's alcoholpolicy is liberal from data provided by their handy
Fiske guide, other factors are often ignored. Perspective students always tour
theii selected colleges with an innervoice
which is judging the c ampus b ased on its
potential to launch them into four years
of an ammaYhouse-Hke existence.
rttiey tentatively ask questions about

environment. For most freshman this
year has been characterized by the words
transition and adjustment. "Adjustment"
is the ultimate excuse.
Horrible grades, according to parents, are not due to the fact that you
spenteverynightat the View and not the
library, but rather the fact that you are
away from home and need a period to
"adjust" to your new environment. Parents are continually informed that the
transition between high
;*?.
school academia and that of
college is often rocky for the
young intellect.
Parents are not informed
that their child is the world's greatest slacker but rather are likely to
conclude that their child, although
blessed with an ebullient personality, needs to pay better attention to
study skills.
After a typical phone call to
their seemingly faltering college freshmen, mothers run out and buy pop
psycology book on ways in which they
can constructively criticize and improve
their child's work and living habits.

Trinity are all disciples of Ferris Bueller
who truly believe that embellishment is
an art form which can be used to make
work as brief and painless as possible,
the perspective is ready to sign on. Of
course no one enters their freshman year
without a few minor qualms and reservations.
A few freshmen arrive to find that their
roommate is reminiscent
of Norman Bates: a shifty
eyed recluse who continually drills holes in the wall to
peep at the women's bathroom,
which might lead one to
believethathewillsomedaybludgeon some innocent female to BY AMY CLARK
death. Of course, these kinds of Features Writer
fears are not easily voiced to new
According to statistics of the Federal
friends and the most expedient way to
eliminate theproblem is tochangerooms, Bureau of Investigation, a rape occurs
before you, too, fall victim to his thirst for every six minutes in the United States.
We, at Trinity, are not immune to sexual
blood.
,
However, you work through these assault.
April llth-15th is Sexual Assault
bugs in anattempt to adjust to your new
Awareness Week. There will be a series
o£ programs1 focused on education and
empowerment. The theme for the week
is Unity— the fight must be faced by all
us. The week has been sponsored by a
variety of campus organizations and departments.
Streetsmarts™, a self-defense seminar for womenpresented by Model Mugging of Boston, will be on Monday, April
11th. The three hour workshop focuses
on self-empowerment and instinctive de^
fense 'skills. One particpant contends

God forbid your parents should arrive unannounced to your room and see
that you are using your desk to store
dirty laundry and your ever-growing
collection of mini absolut vodka bottles.
Lest your parents should learn that your
school notebooks are being used to record
the bets placed in the basketball pool
within your dorm, financial endeavors
from which you earned the money to
purchase a nintendo to truly fritter away
the afternoons.
9>n
Mothers would notbe
able to endure the realization that their child has
taken up some habits which
might be considered unsavory,
and which impede on their study
environment.
Perhaps oblivious to the true
freshman experience, parents
choose to believe that their
son or daughter is "adjusting" nicely to a rigorous academic situation. Parents hope in earnest that by the
time freshman year ends, their child will
be less enamored with the View and will
find the library a stimulating environment.

Trinity Welcomes Sexual
Assault Awareness Week

Y a l e

S c h o o l

that, "I was somewhat surprised by my
own intensity and by my unabashed
output of strength—both physical and
verbal...Already I feel more sure of myself and am inspired to learn and practice
more."
On Tuesday evening, a lecture will
be given by Jackson Katz entitled, "Football Feminism and Other Contemporary
Contradictions." Katz works to end violence against women by combating
society's root inequities. Book signing
and reception will follow in Gallows Hill.
A panel and informal discussion will
be led by Trinity administration, faculty
and staff on Wednesday and Thursday.
The first topic to be addressed will be
"Different Feminist Perspectives on
Sexual Violence." Faculty panelists are
Carol Freedman, Adrienne Fulco, Ron
Thomas, Jerry Watts, and will be faciliplease turn to page 17
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JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
Employment opportunities at Yale University, a lender
in biomedical and other scientific research, offer a wide
range of laboratory research opportunities. Here,
recent graduates can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a stimulating,
state-of-the-art research environment. We have immediate
openingsfor:

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical science
is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural
and athletic facilities such as our fully equipped gym, 31 tennis courts, and a regulation
golf course, Yale University provides competitive salaries and outstanding benefits,
including: 22 vacation days, 4 personal days,
13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days, all
paid. Tuition reimbursement at graduate
programs in the area and audit opportunities
at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration,
send your resume in confidence
to: C. Mason, Dept.of Human
Resources, Yale School of Medicine,
P.O. Box 9168MP, New Haven, CT
06532-0168; Fax (203) 785-3165.
Employment office located at 153
College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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Goodbye Winter — Spring Break Is On The Way!
BY MATT HENRY
Features Writer

like a flock of animals, and that is precisely what spring break turns us into. It
turns ordinary humans into primal animals. Perhaps you disagree, but there is
clearly a deep seeded drive to get away
from it all.
Thestereotypicalspringbreakerhas
a drink in one hand, a joint in the other,

break is merely a gross amplification of
the human desire to socialize, and it is
perhaps the most widely accepted exIn roughly two weeks Trinity Colcuse to throw a party.
lege will let its students run for the white
Let's face up to the idea that this
sands of spring break. Some people will
coming vacation will be, for most stuhead for Mexico. Others will end up in
dents, a week-long drinkthe Bahamas or Jamaica. I will be headed
fest. Think of it as a
very long frat party,
Let's face up to the idea that this coming vacation will be, or a heavily drawn out
at the View. The
for most students, a week-long drinkfest. Think of it as a session
only difference is that
very long frat party, or a heavily drawn out session at the you don't stop on
night, and
View. The only difference is that you don't stop on Sun- Sunday
the sound of the
waves serve to betday night,
ter magnify your hangover.
for Key West. And then there are others and is on constant prowl for someone to
There are always a few
who will find themselves in the luxury "get familiar with." This picture of the people who take advantage of
party animal (notice again the animal a good situation, and make worthand comforts of... home,
Why is it that students from all over imagery) is so familiar to us because, in while cultural visits.
the country feel the inexplicable draw general, we've all seen it. Nobody pays
Some vacationers in Cancun
southward? Every spring, young men for a plane ticket and hotel to just get a find the drive to the ruins of Tulum
and women between the ages of eigh- tan...
worthwhile. These are often the
We've all heard the familiar saying, same people who can be found at
teen and twenty two hear the call. Every
spring, they charge towards all of the "Spring is in the air." Spring is infec- Christina, the hottest nightclub in
familiar hot spots: Daytona Beach, Key tious. It gets into our blood and takes a town, on the same night. There's
hold of our instinct. People generally nothing wrong with that, but it
West, Cancun, and the list goes on.
Southward, call, charging: It sounds seem friendlier in the spring. Spring seems wrong to mask a week of
relentless partying with a guise of
cultural exploration.
Perhaps it's unfair for me to speak
this way about spring break. I mean, I
am going to Florida, and I have been to
continued from page 16
evening with a Take Back The Night other'breaker'havens in the past. Howtated by Joan Hedrick. On Thursday Rally on the main quad, Individuals are ever, because I'm staying with my mom
night there will be an informal discus- invited to share their experiences and
and step-dad, not to mention that my
sion followed by a dramatic presenta- thoughts, or show support by their pres- grandmother will be there, I feel a little
tion, The issue will be "Alcohol and ence, The Trinitcmes are currently pre- more at liberty to play the innocent.
Sexual Assaul,t."v Participants will be paring a new song for a special perforI'll be fishing as much as possible,
Eye Eden', Sexual Assault Counselor; mance.
, ! and, if it kills me, I'll make it over to
Marty Trial, College View Proprietor;
Throughout the week, buttons and Hemingway's house. Yes, I'll probably
David Winer, Dean of Students; and t-shirts will be available in the Mather
Connecticut College's Student Theater Hall lobby during lunchtime. A letter
Group.
writing campaign will also be held, aidislation.
The week will conclude on Friday

Sexual Assault Awarness

ROME
&ummer 1994

run into some friends, and end up drinking away a full night or two.
What is important, though, is that I
plan on remembering my break. I don't
want a week of Sea Breezes, Daiquiris,
and other umbrella drinks. I want a
sailf ish, and long naps on the
hammock, and, of course,
a few great seafood dinners.
.••••••.

I was originally
planning on being
home for the break, I
figured I'd play soccer
withmy littlebrbther and
take my sister, to the
movies. I thought I
might see a couple of old friends.
In a sense, my going to Florida
makes me feel as though I'm missing out
on something. Don't get me wrong, I'm
thrilled to be going, but it makes me
think that if more of us went home for the
break, then maybe the one week we have
to relax wouldn't somehow be wasted.
I sort of envy the people who are
going home. Maybe they feel left out.
Or maybe they wish they had the
money to go.
I'm thinking more and more,
though, that these are the people
who will come back to school with a clear
head. They will be able to handle the rest
of the semester.
They have broken away from the
pack, and decided to think like rational
people.
Congratulations to all of those flocking home for spring break-at least they
will be the few people who will have
beenphysicallyandmentallyrevigorated
this break.

n>.< -ad Jl -if

Ghana's that a college student will go
on spring vacation this year: 1 in .>

Trinity's Rome Campus six-week summer program will begin on Sunday, June 5th and
conclude on Thursday, July 14th, Students in the program will
live at Trinity's Rome Campus on the Aventine, a tree-shaded
neighborhood of parks, gardens, churches, monasteries and
private residences. We have run our Rome programs at this
location since 1970. The Aventine is near such famous monuments as the Colosseum, the Arch of Constantine, the Circus
Maximus, the Palatine Hill, and close to the central downtown
area. Students take two of the five courses offered:

Avaage spending per student...
on travel and hold: $69QM
oilier activities: $350.00
Number of visitors expected at
Panama City Beach. Florida- 521,000
South Padre Island, lew. 22%OOQ

Roman Art and Civilization
Intensive Elementary Italian
Intermediate Italian
Italy from 1861 to the Present
Renaissance and Baroque Art of Rome

j Beat h, /• iorida.

All the courses take advantage of the Roman
location to enrich their subjects by experiencing
contemporary life and visiting significant historical and cultural sites. Those fulfilling the
Italian Studies Minor at Trinity may complete the requirement to take of their six courses
at the Rome Campus. The program is limited
to twenty students.

121,000

Ft. Luudcrdalc:
Most spring-bieukers ever:
350,000
number expected this spring:
10,000,
one reason for declwr

For more information contact:

Dario Del Puppo
Modern Languages Department
Seabury 30C, Extension 2379

local crackdown oil imder-2i drinking
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Softball Builds On
Winning Tradition
continuedfrom page 20

belt with a record of 2-4 and a 6.14 ERA.
She will be looked to for strong performances if the Bantams are to continue
their success in the NESCAC.
Sophomore Smith will again assist
Stross in the outfield as a center fielder.
As a freshman last season, she played in
all 18 games, batting .205 with four RBI's
and eight hits. She was error-free with a
fielding average of 1.000 and proved to
be the fastest player on the squad. Sopho-

Sophmore AnnemariePeil also joins
this year's squad. She will help out in left
field when Stross is on the mound.
Coach Ellis and Assistant Leonard
believe that this team will have to stick
together as a team and work hard to
improve their skills. Ellis talks about his
coaching in progress, "We will be working a lot on defense and consistency.
Bunting and fundamentals have taken
up a lot of our practice time and we hope
to see the results on the field this spring.

"Bunting and fundamentals have taken up a lot ofour
practice time and we hope to see the results on the field
this spring. We don't have a set batting order right now,
but we will work our way into a more permanent rotation
after we try a few different combinations in the first
couple of games and get the feel of the team's abilities.
They have a lot of talent but it is, on the most part, untested."

Adam Beard '95, captain of the 1994 Tennis Team, gets ready
for a great season. The Tennis Team begins then- season on Spring Break.
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No Tripod
The Tripod Will Not Be
Publishing Again Until
April 12th.

more Small will have first base more to
herself this season after her she had
shared duties last season. She led the
team in put-outs last season but this year
she will have to improve her batting
constancy to become a more well rounded
player.
The new faces on the squad seem to
be helping fill the holes left from last
year's graduates. Sue Church '97 will be
starting at third base, AnitraOrie '97 will
be the backup first baseman, and second
base will also be played by one of two
freshmen, Sarah "Jubitz or La Tanya Langley. The freshmen have really been
working hard in practice and Coach Ellis
is no ticing their dedication and improvement.

We don't have a set batting order right
now, but we will work our way into a
more permanent rotation after we try a
few different combinations in the first
couple of games and get the feel of the
teams' abilities. They have a lot of talent
but it is, on the most part, untested."
After spring break, the women will
start right up with their busy spring season. They will first begin with a scrimmage this Thursday at Wesleyari and on
April 2nd, after the break, they will host
Bowdoin with a doubleheader at 12:00
"p.m.
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find some eggs, but there
will be no papers.

RoggFs Garage

219 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT

Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi

203-547-0263

10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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The team is excited for spring to
start so they can cure their cabin fever <ti,
from practicing .inside,, and-to" SKow" off
what they've got on the field.

Your Package Store.

V
Kegs Available
Special: Until The Tap opens...
5% off any purchase
over $50 with a Trinity ID.

We have served you for the past 18 years.
We will continue to serve you for thenext 100.

Tripod Sports NCAA Tournament Update
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2 Arizona
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Tulsa

4 Oklahoma St.
13 New Mexico St.
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March 25 & 27

6 Texas
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March 24& 26

Texas

12

Kansas

4
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Marcfuette

6

Marauette
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Charleston

SW Louisiana
MirhiVan

\Aarauette

3 Michigan
14 Pepperdine
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7 St. Louis
10 Maryland
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2 UMass
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Kentucky
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Tenn St
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Seton Hall
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Duke-

2

Texas So.
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College £ieto Cafe
Tuesday: $3.50 Pitcher Night
.'. . Thutsday: $4.00 Pitchers
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline April 4th.
Winner Gets a Keg.
Have a great Spring Break, We' 11 See You On April 4th.
The View Will Be Closed On Sunday, April 3rd Because Of Easter.
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Lacrosse Begins Season With National Aspirations
BY CYNTHIA LEONARD
Sports Writer

As the snow melts and the
. sun finally begins to show itself,
we are faced with the prospect
that spring may be here at last.
And with the arrival of spring
comes the beginning of the
Women's Lacrosse season. Although the Trinity Women's
Lacrosse Team has yet to play a
game, as their last two scrimmages have been canceled due
to foul weather, they are anxious to begin the season and let
the field house become a distant
memory.
The 1993 team finished
with a 15-2 record. Unfortunately, the team graduated four
very strong players after last
year, one of whom, Jill Griffin,
was First Team All- American,
and another Second Team All American, Grace Cragin. However, itis unlikely that the loss of
these players will affect the Bantams at all. In a preseason poll
by Brine, Trinity was ranked
third in the country, and with
the lineup they have to look forward to, it would appear they
have a good chance of fulfilling
such expectations.
The team will be led by cocaptains Lindsey Dnvison and
Braxton Jones, the onJy two seniors on this year's squad. The
strength of the team begins from
the back with the goalie, returning sophomore, Sharon
Fernandes. In the defensive line,
Juniors Colleen Smith and Sa-

FILE PHOTO
Despite the graduation of four players from last year's 15-2 team, including two All-Americans, this year's women's
lacrosse team was still ranked third in the nation in a preseason poll.
rah Menoyo, with the help of freshman who have joined the clean machine. After the suc- to compete for national honors.
So, as you begin to enjoy
Jones, will ward off any pos- team are promising to add to the cess of last season and the presible attackers. A strong new power of an already outstand- season polls, great things are the coming of spring and you
addition to the defensive line ing front line.
expected from the Women's La- find yourself out on the quad
comes from freshman Jenny
Due to the two canceled crosse Team, but outsiders' ex- soaking up the rays, stop for
Dakin.
scrimmages, the team's season pectations are no greater than five seconds and think of ail the
As for the offense, return- really begins next week when those the players are putting spring athletes who have been
ing from last season is top lead- the Bantams take their trip down upon themselves. With the rule
ing scorer, Robin Leary '95 com- to sunny Florida for spring changes that now allow and refresh their skills, and take
bined with other strong scorers break. In Tampa, the team will NESCAC teams to compete in those few effortless steps down
Davison, Sarah Berkman '96 and play its first game and continue the NCAA tournament, this to the lacrosse field to show them
KaraRyczek'96. Themanynew to polish an already squeaky- year's team may become the first your support

Softball Looking
To Fill Vacancies
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

It is hard to believe that only
tenyears ago Trinity Softball was
starting its rookie varsity season in the NESCAC. Since then
Trinity has grown to become a
true force to be dealt with in the
league. The team has amassed
an overall record of 82-43 during this time, and each of the
past three seasons the Bantams

havesuccessfullymadetheplayoffs. This year's squad appears
capable of continuing in this
winning tradition.
The players are geared up
and ready for the season to begin on Thursday with a scrimmageindoorsatWesleyan. They,
havebeen practicing in the Ferris
field house on a rotating schedule since February 15th, giving
the coaching staff time to look at
the ability of the players to prepare for the spring.
The team will be coached

by Dick Ellis, who is beginning
his second season as head coach.
Coach Ellis is not a new face on
the Trinity staff, having previously served as assistant coach
of the team since its inception as
a varsity sport in 1984. Joining
him again this season as an assistantisKaren Leonard '91.This
is her third year on the sidelines
and she also has four years of
playing softball for the Bantams
under her belt.
Last year's team was extremely successful, finishing
with a 10-8 record and losing in
the semifinals of the NESCAC
to Williams. A lot of this was
due to the five Senior letter winners who played huge roles on
the team. There is no doubt that
the loss of these players, as well
as one underclasswoman who
transferred, will affect the quality and the confidence of the
team.
Still, you can't count this
team out. Junior B.J. Toolan, last
year's leading hitter and short
stop; Audrey Stross '95, the
team'ssecondleadinghitter;and
catcher/ captain Tracy Turner
'94 lead the experience list corn-

The Bantams will need to replace several key players from last year's squad if they are FILE PHOTO
to repeat the playoff success they have enjoyed the past three years.
ing into this season. Toolan will ting average, .519 slugging per- sons and is ready to be tested in
be looked up to this season again centage, two doubles and two the starting lineup.
to be a offensive and defensive triples, she had an extremely
Other returning players inthreat. This is her third season successful season last year in clude Patty Sarmuk '95, who will
as Trinity's short stop and last the left field. This season she be the Bant's starting pitcher,
season her batting average was will also be the second pitcher center fielder AmandaSmith '96,
an impressive .400 with 10 walks when she is not in the field. She first baseman Laurie Small '96,
and an on-base percentage of has not pitched since high Jennifer Alspach '96, and Lisa
.526. Stross was known as the school, but she has been work- Torrisi '96. Sarmuk will have to
team's hardest worker last sea- ing to rebuild her skills in prac- fill the shoes of the college's alltime winningest pitcher, Julie
son. As a Junior, she has come a tice.
long way frombeing injured her
As this season's captain, Roy, who graduated last year.
first seasonatTrinity.CoachEllis Turner will now take over the Sarmuk, a right-hander, has an
believes that she adjusts well to starting role of catcher. She has understudy season under her
please turn to page IS
every situation. With a .370 bat- served as backup for three sea-

